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Advanced Technology for
Portable Personal Visualization

1.0 Summary

Despite the recent avalanche of publicity on Virtual Reality, the state of the art in head-mounted displays
is still at the "toy" stage. Although extravagant claims are made almost daily on TV and in the popular
press, the is very little that can be usefully accomplished today with Virtual Reality technologies.

We at-UN have been working since the early 1970's on aspects of these technologies and have been
advancing the state of the art by a "driving problem" approach; we let the needs of selected applications
stimulate the direction of the technological developments, and then test new results by their impact on
solving the original application. We have been-working on three application areas: molecular modeling,
3D medical imaging, and modeling of architectural interiors. 9)

t We have put together complete systems that include the head-mounted display device, the display
generadon hardware, and the head and hand tracker. We bought the components when available and
built the components when there was a clear advantage to doing so:

a) We built, under separate major funding by DARPA and NSF, the display generation hardware (our
most recent machine is Pixel-Planes 5),

b) We built an electro-optical helmet-tracking system (the "ceiling tacker") that can determine position
_and orientation over a large area (currently under a 10 x 12 foot ceiling) - to our knowledge, the

first demonstrated scalable-area helmet tracker.
c) We buy head-mounted display devices, but continue to build head-mounted display devices with

*see-through"' capability - the ability for the wearer to observe virtual world objects superimposed
onto his/her physical surroundings. \ - --_

Our major accomplishment in this period was a week of comprehensive demonstrations at
SIGGRAPH'91, the world's premier computer graphics conference (Las Vegas, July 28 - August 2,
1991). In the juried Tomorrow's Realities Gallery, the UNC group was allocated the largest area of any
exhibitor (28 x 42 feet), and was approved for the largest number of distinct demonstrations (7):

1) Moving about the interior of a virtual building while walking under our custom 10 x 12-foot ceiling,
2) Using a treadmill with steerable bicycle handlebars to walk through larger areas of a virtual

building,
3) "Flying" through a space filled with various models of large molecules,
4) Bicycling through an outdoor environment on a bike whose pedals exert forces depending on the -

steepness of the terrain,
5) "Flying" about an outdoor scene that included realistically textured clouds and terrain,
6) Designing the configuration of multiple radiation therapy beams to focus onto a tumor nestled inside J

a patient model with multiple (healthy) major organs,
7) "Flying" around a virtual world in which a second, independently moving, user is modeling 3D

objects (feels like being immesed in a 3D MacDraw world).

All these demonstrations were for individual users; the guest wore a stereo, tracked head gear and
interacted with the system for about 4 minutes. Crowds around the booth area observed on overhead CS
monitors the images that the individual saw in the head gear.

- -.
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1.1 Goals of the Head-Mounted Display Project

" Demonstrate the usefulness of the head-mounted display (HMD) in real applications.

• Improve the hardware subsystems which currently limit performance of HMD (tracker, HMD optics and
display, real-time graphics generation).

• Design and implement software base to support HMD functions.

" Integrate visual, auditory and haptic (force feedback) displays into a working system.

" Build new input devices and investigate methods of manual control suitable to a head-mounted display.

1.2 Goals of the Optical Tracker Subproject

" Develop long-range trackers for head-mounted displays. For the short term, develop a system that can
track an HMD inside a room-sized environment. For the long term, explore technologies that have
unlimited range without requiring modification of the environment.

" Work on improving the other aspects of HMD tracking: latency, speed, accuracy, and resolution.

2.0 Summary of Major Accomplishments

- The UNC systems (including the ceiling tracker) were successfully demonstrated with seven distinct
applications in the Tomorrow's Realities Gallery at the SIGGRAPH '91 conference in Las Vegas.

2.1 Head-Mounted Display System

" We demonstrated a prototype system integrating ultrasound scanner input into a virtual world in the
Tomorrow's Realities Gallery at the SIGGRAPH '91 conference.

* We demonstrated a prototype system integrating monocular live video with opaque HMD in the
Tomorrow's Realities Gallery at the SIGGRAPH 91 conference..

" We have ported all major HMD applications from Pixel-Planes 4 to Pixel-Planes 5.

" The main libraries for virtual-worlds applications now support applications on either host with minimal
changes.

" Adlib, a library for handling analog-digital devices in a transparent manner has been created and fully
documented.

• Soundlib, a library for playing sounds on the Macintosh has been created and documented. Also, we
acquired a library of more than 1,000 sounds for use with the sound Macintosh.

* All HMD-based programs now use the new base software with vlib, trackerlib, and adlib.

" Sdilib, a serial-device interface library, has been created and documented. Sdilib allows applications to
communicate with serial devices across the network as if they were connected to the user's machine.

2
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" Wt have created many new vmral-worlds applications. Among them are:

- 3dm: a three-dimensional modeler. This application grew out of a software engineering class project
and is now a fully documented tool for creating three-dimensional models from within the virtual
world.

- Vixen: a model-viewing program. This application is also fully documented as a general-purpose tool
and allows the user to view any 3D model, grab it, scale it, and fly around it.

. Gallery: a tool for creating and exploring interactive environments rapidly and easily. It can be used
to do rapid prototyping of interaction methods and world layout or to create interesting worlds to
explore-

- Rtpdemo: a program for demonstrating the placement of radiation beams for cancer therapy. Related
to James Chung's dissertation work.

- Viper. an adaptation of vixen designed to deliver near-real-time performance. This application
monitors its update rate and simplifies the scene until the requested rate is achieved. Users can press a
button to request a full-detail view of the scene once they have found the area in which they are
interested.

" We integrated the new ceiling tracker and associated HMD into the system; any existing application can
run under the UNC ceiling tracker as if it were just another tracker/HMD combination.

" We integrated the force-feedback ARM into t'ackerlib so that it can be used as a tracker.

* All virtual-worlds applications can now use sound, visuals, and force feedback.

" We have done and evaluated user studies to explore different modes of interaction with HMDs and other
devices on Pixel-Planes 4.

* The pre-prototype "bathysphere" system is working. The "bathysphere" uses head-tracked stereo to

achieve an out-the-window view of a virtual world.

" We built and put in use new hand-held input devices.

2.2 See-through Head-Mounted Display with Custom Optics

" We have completed the optical design of a 30-degree field-of-view system using off-the-shelf lenses.

" We assembled and tested the 30-degree field-of-view system on an optical bench in our optical lab.

" The diverse optical elements are currently in the mechanical shop being assembled into a HMD.

" We completed the optical design of a 60-degree field-of-view system using custom optics.

2.3 Tracking

- We constructed a full-scale optical tracking system in time to be demonstrated to the public at the ACM
SIGGRAPH '91 conference (28 July-2 August 1991). The system features a scalable work area that
currently measures 10'x 12', a measurement update rate of 20-100 Hz with 20-60 ms of delay, and a
resolution specification of 2 mm and 0.2 degrees. The sensors consist of four head-mounted imaging
devices that view infrared light-emitting diodes (LEDs) mounted in a 10' x 12' grid of modular 2' x 2'
suspended ceiling panels. Photogrammetric techniques allow the head's location to be expressed as a
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function of the known LED positions and their projected images on the sensors. The work area is scaled
by simply adding panels to the ceiling's grid. Discontinuities that occurred when changing working sets
of LEDs wr reduced by carefully managing all error sources, including LED placement tolerances, and
by adopting an overdeerma ned m tical model for the computation of head position: space
resection by collinearity. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstrated scalable tracking system for
HMDs.

* After its return from SIGGRAPH 91, the optical tracker was installed in our graphics laboratory, where
it runs today. Further improvements to the system since then include:

- Doing hand-tracking by installing a Polhemus source on the head unit and a sensor on the hand. The
limited range of the Polhemus is not a problem here because it is physically impossible to move your
hand out of range and magnetic trackers are not subject to line-of-sight restrictions that make optical
hand tracking a difficult problem. This demonstrates a hybrid tracker system, using different
technologies to cover each other's weaknesses. The hand controller, fabricated in-house, is a
modified bike glove with two buttons for input.

- Improving the heuristics for choosing which LEDs to light, increasing the average update rate and
reducing the average latency.

- Finding and acquiring a set of smaller, lighter lenses. We will attempt recalibration with these new
lenses. If they work, they will remove more than 2 lbs. of weight from the head.

- Recording capabilities have been added (timing and position), which helps us collect data for future

tracking studies.

- The simulator for this tracker has been updated to reflect its current configuration and capabilities.

. We wrote a conference paper and a technical report describing the optical tracker (see Appendix D).

, We have begun informal. interview-based user studies of the impact of the optical tracker on the design
of a kitchen. This is being done in conjunction with the UNC Walkthrough group.

* In conjunction with Dr. John F. Hughes of Brown University, we are developing calibration techniques
for reducing systematic error sources in the optical tracker.

. We have begun studies exploring the feasibility of predictive tracking (library research, initial
experiments with Kalman filters, data collection from our optical tracker).

" Efforts to build a head-tracked stereo display system are currently focusing on overcoming problems
with the stereoscopic display. In the interim, tracking is being done by a magnetic-based system (the
Bird), but we reserve the option to replace that with an inside-looking optical system, using hardware
similar to that used in the existing optical tracker.

* We fabricated prototype Self-Tracker sensors through MOSIS.

* We completed the interface control board for the cluster of Self-Tracker chips.

" The design for the software simulation of Self-Tracker chips using Pixel-Planes 5 is in progress.

4
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2.4 Interactive Building Walkthrough

* The Walkthrough system (both the treadmill and ceiling tracker versions) was successfully demonstrated
in the Tomorrow's Realities Gallery at the ACM SIGGRAPH '91 conference in Las Vegas.

* We have added a capability to display models in real-time on Pixel-Planes 5 as they are being built and
modified on the Macintosh using the Virtus WalkThrough program.

- We developed textures to increase the model realism, including a flickering fire texture [Rhoades92],
with appropriate lighting effects.

* We added location-dependent, monaural sound cues to the system.

* We have begun running user studies with Walkthrough under the ceiling tracker to study the
effectiveness and shortcomings of the existing system.

" We have installed in pilot versions of our code the ability to "open" doors in the model.

3.0 Expected Milestones during the Next 12 Months

3.1 Head-Mounted Display System

* Integrate Vlib (which is polygonally based) with the volume rendering work on Pixel-Planes 5.

• Integrate ultrasound input more uniformly into a virtual world.

" Build and integrate an interim 30-degree, see-through HMD.

" Conduct basic perceptual experiments on what sorts of virtual objects can be successfully superimposed
on the real world with a see-through HMD.

* Experiment with new types of hand-held input devices.

• Have the multiscreen bathysphere working and integrated with vlib.

" Perform a user study to explore the advantages of head-tracked steering in targeting of radiation therapy
treatment beams.

• Calculate tracker delay compensation using predictive algorithms for the HMD system.

" Be able to explore and modify molecular surfaces in real time with force feedback and an HMD.

3.2 Optics

" Set up another bench prototype of the 30-degree field-of-view system using the same optics and robust
and adjustable mechanical sructures to carry out perceptual studies.

" Build the first working prototype 60-degree, see-through HMD system.

- Mock-up the effect of a 10rmm pupil for a 60-degree field-of-view optical system in the optical lab.

- Assemble and test the 60-degree field-of-view system on the optical bench.

- Head mount the 60-degree field-of-view system.
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3.3 Tracking

" Continue inciemental improvements i the optical tracker. Desired goals include:

- Reducing the weight of the head unit, first with light lenses and later by designing a new head unit
with integral photodiodes and lenses to reduce the weight further and provide greater range of head
motion.

. Increasing the ceiling strcture to around 20' by 20' in order to provide much greater range of motion,
both quantitatively and psychologically.

- Investigating the feasibility of making the system wireless. This tracker actually encourages users to
walk around a large area, running the risk of nipping over the supporting cables.

. Optimizing low-level code to increase performance.

" Continued exploration of calibration techniques that will make cellular tracking systems easier to
construct and have better performance.

* Develop and demonstrate predictive tracking techniques for HMDs. Learn what is required in the system
to support such techniques and discover what limitations they have.

" Exploring technologies for unlimited range tracking in unstructured environments. We know of two
technologies that have this potential: Self-Tracker, which we are developing, and inertial technologies.
Both are relative-mode trackers that measure only the relative differences in position and orientation as
the user moves, integrating these differences over time to recover the head's location. The main problem
with these technologies is drift, since repeated integration accumulates error over time. Initial systems
will probably be hybrids with our optical tracker, using it to provide auxiliary information to evaluate the
technology and help it overcome drift by occasionally providing it with a good fix of the true location.

" Continue Self-Tracker development.

- Develop Self-Tracker report processing algorithms.

. Complete full software simulation of Self-Tracker chips.

- Integrate Self-Tracker chips with board-level interface.

3.4 Interactive Building Walkthrough
• Come up with an interactive model design, with one participant using the UNC Ceiling Tracker to make

design decisions, and another using the Virtus WalkThrough modelling program to carry them out.

• Add real-time, interactive radiosity to the display program on Pixel-Planes 5.

* Add real-time model mesh-generation to the display program. This is under development by a visiting
student as part of his master's work.

" Conduct additional user studies.
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4.0. Discussion of Research

4.1 Head.Mounted Display System

Hardware

The current HMD system is used by many projects and subprojects in a variety of configurations. The
following is an overview of the current system:

NJ W

Figure 1. Overview of UNC Head-Mounted Display System

A description of each component follows:

• Host computer: A Sun 4, which runs the host side of the application and interfaces to the graphics
enlgine.

* Graphics Engine: Pixel-Planes 5, a message-passing inulticomiputer capable of drawing more than two
million Phong-shaded, Z-buffered triangles per second. Multiple applications can run on the system at
the same time due to its ability to be split into multiple subsystems.

* Magnetic trackers: Currently 3SPACEs and Birds, but we will be beta testing new models soon, and
hope to increase our system's performance with faster, newer models from Poihemus and/or
Ascension.

* Ceiling tracker: Described in Section 4.3.

* Force feedback ARM: Simulates forces in the virtual world; has six degrees of freedom (3 forces and

3 torques); uses computer-controlled servo motors.
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" Manual input devices: Currently hollowed-out billiard balls with Polhemus sensors mounted inside,
and switches on the outside for signaling user actions. Also, a Polhemus sensor mounted on a guitar
finger pick equipped with a small switch, which is well-suited for simple manipulation tasks. We
should soon have a new, four-button input device for experimentation.

" Sound: Controlled by Macintosh; plays sounds under application control either in earphones attached
to HMD, or from separate speakers.

In general, an application can run with almost any subset of the above equipment.

Software

user application code

I I I I
%  

%

I % %I Pol I % %rhm

Figure 2. Overview of UNC Virtual-Worlds Software.
(Dashed lines indicate application calls; solid lines indicate inter-library calls.)

The virtual-worlds base software is fairly complete but will continue to expand to be more flexible and
powerful and to accommodate new hardware. Most of the libraries support multiple technologies
transparently, allowing application code to switch easily between different pieces of hardware by changing
only an environment variable. While efforts at improving these libraries will continue, we will work to
add new capabilities and develop new applications. The software goals are listed in with the other twelve-
month goals for the project in Section 3.1.

4.2 Optics

We successfully completed the design of a 30-degree field-of-view (FOV) optical system using off-the-
shelf optical elements. The system consists, for each eye, of a semi-transparent mirT- folded at 45
degrees and of two off-the-shelf lenses. In the head-mounted version of this system, we will use a
240x360 color LCD display with a display area of 54 x 40 mm. The effective resolution, however, is
240x 120 because of the triad pixels used for color. A ray tracing of the system is shown in Figure 4.1.

8
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This syste was assembled and tesed on the optical bench using a pair of stereo slides as the display, and
it is now being assembled in a helmet configuration. The main advantage in building this prototype,
despite a FOV limited to 30 degrees, is to test some of our ideas in terms of helmet designs with optics
integration. This prototype will be lightweight and of low cost. It is also expected to be functional within
a few months, which will allow us to study more thoroughly perception issues related to see-through
HMDs. We also plan to set up another version of this prototype on the optical bench in order to carry out
specific perceptual studies that do not require walking around in space, such as perceived depth and size in
such a "semi-virtual" world. Having a bench prototype can also allow more flexible experiments and
adjustments that may not be available in the headset.

The optics for a 60 degree field-of-view HMD with a tilted catadioptric combiner have been designed, and
we am preparing to begin building it in a few months. The basic design is composed of a tilted
catadioptric combiner, a relay lens, and a one-inch CRT color display. An optical layout of the lens is
shown in Figure 4.2. The most prominent problems or difficulties with most wide-angle HMDs are:
small eye relief, small pupil sizes; vignetting at the edge of the FOV; the increase in weight due to the
necessity for large optical components, as well as the loss of image quality, as the pupil size increases; the
loss in transmission at the optical combiner level; and spurious reflections from unwanted sources in the
environment. This system will allow for the wearing of most eye glasses, and the pupil size will be
sufficient to allow rotation of the eye in a cone of 60 degrees without causing vignetting of some part of
the FOV. One of the main advantages of our system design is expected to be freedom from spurious
reflections.

The novelty in our approach to a wide-angle, see-through HMD is the use of a catadioptric combiner tilted
at about 30 degrees from the optical axis of the eye when looking straight ahead. Such a tilt of the
combiner can lead to complex optical systems for the relay lens that interface the display and the combiner.
Moreover, the optical performance of a tilted system becomes asymmetric with the tilt angle, and additional
tilted and decentered components are often required to achieve good image quality. We have succeeded in
the design of an optical system that is composed of a single optical element combiner, five lenses for the
relay lens, only two different optical glasses, and small tilts and decenters for the relay lens elements. The
system is designed to have a direct transmission of 67% from the display to the eye, 30% see-through
transmission, and is to be free of spurious, unwanted reflections. The ratio of reflection/transmission of
the tilted combiner can be chosen according to the needs of the application. A higher direct transmission
than the see-through transmission may be desirable in our applications since the brighmess of the CRT is
often limited. Figure 4.2 shows that the relay lens is composed of a prism-like element forcing the ray
bundle to fold around the head, a triplet lens, and a field lens. The system is color corrected, through the
use of two different optical glasses.

The lens shown in Figure 4.2 has been optimized for a pupil size of 10 mm and an effective eye relief of
23 mm, as specified an the figure. The performance for an unvignetted 10 mm pupil is represented by the
tangential and sagittal ray fan plots for 11 representative field angles in Figure 4.3: on axis; vertical fields
of ±15 degrees, ±30 degrees; horizontal fields of 15 degrees, 30 degrees; and, finally, diagonal fields of
±15 degrees and ±30 degrees. The effective pupil size at a given moment, however, is dictated by the
pupil size of the eye, that is S3 mm in diameter for photopic vision. The ray fans are shown in Figure 4.4
for an effective pupil size of 3mm. One of the optical aberrations that increases quadratically with the FOV
and linearly with the pupil size is astigmatic blur. A plot of astigmatic blur for a 3 mm pupil is shown in
Figure 4.5 across a 60x60 degree FOV. The effective area used by the CRT is drawn as a circle
superimposed on the field lines. This plot reveals that astigmatic blur is negligible at everything except
+30 degrees diagonal FOV. A further investigation of whether or not this astigmatic blur needs to be
reduced will be carried out when looking at the modulation transfer function (MTF) plots, which are
widely accepted as the standard assessment of image quality.

Another optical aberration that does not affect image quality but does affect the geometry of the image is
optical distortion. We already know that such an off-axis design will not be free from distortion. This is a
trade-off between having an on-axis design, low distortion system, but spurious reflections among other

9
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inconvenient features, and an off-axis system with high distortion but free from unwanted on-axis
features. Moreover, optical distortion can be compensated for electronically by predistorting the CRT
image using a lookup table. This allows more degrees of freedom for the system which can then be
optimized to reach very high resolutions. A plot of the optical distortion is shown in Figure 4.6. The plot
shows a mixture of keystone and barrel distortion, as expected We plan to correct for the distortion
electronically, and some mockups of it are currently under development with members of the Pixel-Planes
team. We thought one possible tradeoff might be the speed of the image update, but a closer look at the
problem seems to indicate that the Pixel-Planes architecture design is such that, even with distortion
correction, the update of images should not be affected. We would consider a hardware implementation of
the distortion compensation if image generation speed were to become a problem.

The final analysis of image quality is shown by the diffraction limited MTF plots shown in Figure 4.7 for
a pupil of 3 mm- A plot for each of the eleven representative field angles described above is given for the
reference wavelength of 559 nm here since the effect of residual chromatic aberrations can be seen on the
my fan plots. We can see that the performance is exceptional for most of the field points and still
acceptable at the worst astigmatic point in the field. Indeed, a high resolution of 1024x1024 corresponds
to a cutoff spatial fequency of 20 cycles/rm while we show the performance up to 40 cycles/mm to
demonstrate the high potential in resolution of this system. We also looked at the polychromatic MTF
plots which can give some insight into the strength of residual chromatic aberrations, and the performance
holds very close indeed to the monochromatic one. It is better to consider the monochromatic plots,
however, in terms of judging the image quality of the designed system.

10
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Figure 4.1. Optical Layout of the 30-degree FOV see-through HMD. The system
is composed of an LCD display, an inaging lens made of two lenses, and a folding
mirror. The effective eyerelief (ER), as specified in the figure, is 17nm which
should allow for the wearing of small eyeglasses.

magnifier Sale .?O 11S-Dec-91

Figure 4.2. Optical Layout of the 60-degree FOV see-throUgh HMD. The system
can be thought of as composed of a tilted combiner, a relay lens made of five
elements, and a one-inch CRT display. The effective eyerelief in this case is
23mm, which should allow for the wearing of most eyeglasses.
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4.3 Tracking

It is well known that trackers for HMDs require high resolution, high update rate, and low latency.
Range, however, has not received similar emphasis. Many virtual worlds, such as architectural
walkthroughs, would benefit from more freedom of movement than is provided by existing trackers.
Long-range trackers would allow greater areas to be explored naturally, on foot, reducing the need to
resort to techniques such as flying or walking on treadmills. Also, such techniques of extending range
work only with closed-view HMDs that completely obscure reality. With see-through HMDs, which we
are attempting to build for medical applications, the user's visual connection with reality is intact and
hybrid applications are possible where physical objects and computer-generated images coexist. In this
situation, flying though the model is meaningless. The model is registered to the physical world and one's
relationship to both must change simultaneously.

For the short-term, we have pursued an optical technology that will let us track a HMD inside a room-sized
environment, which we call the ceiling tracker. The ceiling tracker gives us room-sized tracking capability
today and will be a vehicle for tracker and HMD application research. But for the long term, we will
pursue relative-mode trackers, such as Self-Tracker or inertial systems, that allow unlimited range tracking
in unmodified environments. Since such technologies suffer from drift problems, the ceiling tracker will
be used as a testbed and an aid in their development.

Ceiling Tracker

The existing full-scale prototype is the second generation of an optoelectronic head-tracking concept that
originated at UNC Chapel Hill. In the first incarnation, Jih-Fang Wang demonstrated the validity of the
approach in a three-sensor, three-LED benchtop prototype [Wang9Oa]. The current system places four
outward-looking image sensors on the wearer's head and locates LEDs in a 10' x 12' suspended ceiling
structure of modular 2' x 2' ceiling panels. Each panel houses 32 LEDs, for a total of 960 LEDs in the
ceiling. Images of LEDs are formed by lateral-effect photodiode detectors within each head-mounted
sensor. The location of each LED's image on a detector, or photocoordinate, is used along with the
known LED locations in the ceiling to compute the head's position and orientation. To enhance resolution,
the field of view of each sensor is narrow. Thus, each sensor sees only a small number of LEDs at any
instant. As the user moves about, the working set of visible LEDs changes, making this a cellular head-
tracking system.

Measurements of head position and orientation are produced at a rate of 20- 100 Hz with 20-60 ms of
delay. Typical average values are 50-70Hz and 30ms of lag, provided that the user stands erect and keeps
three or more sensors aimed at the ceiling. The system's accuracy has not been measured precisely, but
the resolution is 2 mm and 0.2 degrees. It was demonstrated in the Tomorrow's Realities gallery at the
ACM SIGGRAPH '91 conference, and is, to our knowledge, the first demonstrated scalable head-tracking
system for HMDs.

The system is novel for two reasons. First, the sensor configuration is unique. Other optical tracking
systems fix the sensors in the environment and mount the LEDs on the moving body. The outward-
looking configuration is superior for it improves the system's ability to detect head rotation. The scalable
work space is the system's second contribution. If a larger work space is desired, more panels can be
easily added to the overhead grid.

This system extends Wang's work in several ways. First, an overhead grid of 960 LEDs was produced
with well-controlled LED location tolerances, and more attention was paid to controlling other error
sources as well. Second, mathematical techniques were developed that allow an arbitrary number of
sensors and an arbitrary number of LEDs in the field of view of each sensor to be used in the computation
of head location [Azuma9l]. This resulted in an overdetermined system of equations which, when solved.
was less susceptible to system error sources than the previous mathematical approach (Church's Method).
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Third, the analog signals emerging from the sensors were digitally processed to reject ambient light.
Finally, techniques for quickly determining the working sets of LEDs were developed.

Experience with simulations and an early 48-LED prototype revealed the problem of beacon switching
error. as the user moved around and the working set of beacons changed, discontinuous jumps in position
and orientation occurred. These are caused by errors in the sensor locations, distortions caused by the lens
and photodiode detector, and errors in the positions of the beacons in the ceiling. We controlled these
errors by measuring the positions of the sensors on the head unit with a coordinate measuring machine,
calibrating the lens-detector assemblies, and housing the LEDs inside carefully-coonstructed panels and
mounting those in a ceiling superstructum that was levelled with a Spectra Physics Laser-Level.

The mathematical routine used to recover the position and orientation of the user's head is a variation of a
photogramn ic technique called space-resection by collinearity [Wolf83]. We have extended it to handle
information from multiple distributed sensors. At least three LEDs need to be seen to compute a solution.
If more are seen, this routine will generate the best solution in a least-squares sense. Using more than
three beacons reduces the effects of errors from systematic error sources. The Collinearity module runs on
an i860 board and takes about 6 ms to run under normal circumstances.

Many steps were taken in the low-level software and hardware to maintain high signal-to-noise ratios and
achieve good resolution from our sensors. Ambient light was rejected by placing filters on the lenses and
by taking readings with the LED off and subtracting those values from the signals with the LED on. When
sensing an LED, many samples are taken and averaged to reduce random noise effects. The distance
between a sensor and an LED varies widely because the user is moving around, so the current used to light
an LED is adjusted dynamically to maximize signal without saturating the detectors.

At any given instant, the number of visible LEDs is small compared to the total number of LEDs in the
ceiling, so discovering what this visible set is requires something faster than a brute-force scan of theentire ceiling array. Assumptions of spatial and temporal coherence let us develop more efficient
heuristics: 1) Given the last known set of beacons, test those and their neighbors, if needed. 2) Given that
we are computing the position and orientation of the head, use that to predict which LEDs the sensors
should see if the head is actually at that location.

The main problem with the existing system is the combination of excessive head-born weight and limited
rotation range. Rotation range depends heavily on the user's height and position under the ceiling. A
typical maximum pitch range near the center of the ceiling is 45 degrees forward and 45 degrees back.
Given the current focal lengths, simulations show that as many as eight fields of view are required for a
respectable rotation range [Wang90b]. The existing head unit weighs about 10 lbs. (4 lbs. for the
displays, 6 lbs. for the head frame and sensors). The weight of each sensor must be significantly reduced
to achieve this goal. To reduce weight, we are trying to replace the current lenses (11 oz. each) with
smaller, lighter lenses (2 oz. each). Wang also proposed optically multiplexing multiple fields of view
onto on a single lateral-effect photodiode. However, it may be easier to design a new head unit with
integral photodiodes and lenses. Given that each photodiode is about the size of a quarter, the entire
surface of a head unit could be studded with sensors.
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Photos of the optical ceiling tracker

The existing system in UNC's Conceptual drawing showing fields of
graphics laboratory view of the head-mounted sensors

Head unit with four sensors and Sensors viewing LEDs insupporting electronics the ceiling. Photo taken with
a camera that is sensitive to
infrared light.
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Self-Tracker
The self-tracker [Bishop84] is one possible inside-out tracking system which may replace, or augment, the
optoelectronic system. Its goal is to eventually eliminate fixed beacons and perform tracking using
features found naturally in the environment. The self-tracker could then be taken to any room, hallway, or
even outdoors.

The self-tracker will use a cluster of custom made VLSI chips which will be mounted on the head-mounted
display and look out on the environment in multiple directions. The cluster of chips will report the
apparent shift of the image seen by each chip during successive clock cycles. A host computer will collect
the information and calculate the distance the user has travelled relative to his previous position.
Approximately 1000 frames per second will be required to track the fastest possible movements reported in
human motion literature. This system may not work by itself because of accumulated drift. For the initial
versions, a small number of beacons may be placed in the environment to allow for error correction.

Each self-tracker chip will contain a one-dimensional array of photosensors and supporting image
processing circuitry. A one-dimensional array will be used so that a sufficiently large number of pixels
can be placed on the chip and so that image correlation can be performed in real time. The correlation
between successive frames will be accomplished by converting the image to a digital representation and
then successively shifting the position of one frame and reporting the shift which corresponds to the
closest match to the other frame.

The tracker chips will be mounted in pairs so that stereopsis can be used to measure the distance to the
observed surface in the scene. Each tracker chip will report the observed shift in terms of the number of
pixels of shift, so the distance value will be required to convert the shift from pixels to a physical
measurement. One chip in each pair will transmit the its image's digital representation to the other chip.
The second chip will then calculate the correlation between the two images in the same manner that it
calculated the correlation between subsequent images on the same chip.

The diagram below is a block diagram of a self-tracker chip. A one-dimensional photosensor array
generates an array of analog voltages which represent the incident light on the array. The edge detection
block produces a digital representation of the image. Then, the image comparison block compares the
current image with the image seen during the last time frame. The shift between the two images is
reported, and the current frame is stored for comparison with the next frame. Also, each image is sent to
its stereo partner to calculate the distance to the observed image.
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Figzre 3. Architecture of the Self-Tracker custom VLSI sensor.

Over the past six months, research has progressed in both hardware and software. A set of prototype
Self-Tracker chips with a complete set of image detection and processing circuitry has been fabricated
through MOSIS. In addition, supporting hardware which connects the Self-Tracker chips with the host
computer has been constucted. A software model of the Self-Tracker chips using images generated by
Pixel-Planes 5 is under development. The software model has been added to software which uses images
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captured from a TV camera. The model has been used to refine image processing circuitry on the Self-

Tracker chips to reduce the level of errors.

Inertial Technologies

Inertial guidance systems, used to steer planes, ships, guided missiles, etc., do not require modification of
the environment and have no range restrictions. They could be nearly ideal for tracking HMDs in the
future, if the endemic drift problems can be controlled. Small, light accelerometers are available today;
small, light laser-ring or fiber-optic gyroscopes are just on the threshold of availability to the public and are
very expensive. A hybrid approach combining inertial technologies with a system that occasionally
provided absolute location fixes to combat drift could be highly effective.

4.4 Interactive Building Walkthrough

The UNC Interactive Building Walkthrough Subproject aims at the development of systems to help
architects and their clients explore a building design prior to its construction and, therefore, correcting
problems on the computer instead of in concrete [Brooks86]. The scenes are shown with radiosity
illumination, lights that can be switched on or off with only 100 msec delays, textured surfaces, and near-
real-time display from changing viewpoints. Update rates realized by the Pixel-Planes 5 graphics scene
generator are 30-40 updates/second (15-20 stereo images/second) on scenes consisting of thousands of
polygons, many of which are textured.

One system uses a head-mounted display and the new UNC Ceiling Tracker to allow the viewer literally to
walk freely about a 10' x 12' living room in an imaginary apartment. Both systems include the display of
scene-appropriate sounds. The second system uses our UNC steerable treadmill and a head-mounted
display to allow viewers virtually to walk around a fully furnished ten-room house. Different appropriate
sounds are heard in each room and outdoors.

We have long held that virtual worlds projects need to move forward simultaneously in four dimensions:
faster, prettier, handier, and realer. In the past year, we have made the following progress in each of
these areas:

• Faster:

The Pixel-Planes 5 machine came on-line last year. Over the course of the year, we and the Pixel-Planes
5 team worked together to remove the initial hindrances at realizing its speed. We transported Pixel-
Planes 5 to the SIGGRAPH '91 conference and demonstrated its ability to display 2 million Phong-
shaded, on-screen triangles/second; this is about twice as fast as the state-of-the-art Silicon Graphics
machine. Texturing substantially reduces this rate. The power of Pixel-Planes 5 is, however, sufficient
for dynamic interaction of high-fidelity images.

• Prettier:

The major step forward this year has been the addition of anti-aliased textures. They radically improve
the visual fidelity of a scene with a fixed number of polygons. We have added textures for wood, brick,
ceiling tile, linoleum, bathroom tile, etc. We even use textures for sheet music, piano keys, and art
hanging on the wall. Pixel-Planes 5 is very good at procedural textures; it is not especially good at bit-
mapped (image) textures.

The second major step on scene fidelity has been the addition of location-dependent (monaural) sound
cues. We adapted commercial Macintosh software, purchased a 10,000-sound CD sound-cue library,
and developed the location-based sound selection, loudness control, and sound-sound mixing software.
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" Handier:

We developed new user interfaces for.
. the ceiling tracker
- interactive turning on and off of lights in the model
. full integration of our treadmill interface with the head-mounted display and Poihemus head

tracker.

* Realer:

We gained a lot of expezience in model building this year. The house model was refined, and a sound
model was built. We also built de novo a model for a six-room furnished apartment. On the theoretical
side, we developed a whole, new, many-level hierarchical concept of how architectural models should
be organized.

In the past, only the display stage has been interactive, and that interactivity has been limited. Although
the lights could be controlled interactively, the geometry was fixed. Any changes in the model had to be
sent back through the model pipeline, a process that could take days or weeks. Changes in the model were
typically limited to corrections of modelling errors; changes in design were prohibitively time-consuming.

Much of owa present activity is devoted to improving the system interactivity, to decreasing the time
between model design-cycle iterations. We have begun a collaboration with Virtus Corporation, using
their package, Virtus WalkThrough, as a modelling tool. They have provided a version of Virtus
WalkThrough from which we can export a model to Pixel-Planes 5 for immediate display. One of our
goals is to be able to do interactive design, with a user under the UNC Ceiling Tracker making design
decisions and a modeller using Virtus WalkThrough to carry them out. The user will be able to explore a
model, manipulate objects, suggest modifications, and have those modifications implemented in the model
around them.
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S.2 Presentations

By: Frederick P. Brooks, Jr.
Topic: Computer Graphi.;s: More Unsolved Problems
Event: SIGGRAPH '91 panel
Place: Las Vegas, NV
Date: July 28-August 2, 1991

By: James Chung
Topic: Application of Head-Mounted Display to Radiotherapy Treatment Planning
Event: CHI9 1 Doctoral Consortium
Place: New Orleans, LA
Date: April 27-May 2, 1991

By: Henry Fuchs
Topic: Scientific Visualization on Advanced Architectures
Event: SIGGRAPH '91 panel
Place: Las Vegas, NV
Date: July 28-August 2, 1991

By: Richard Holloway
Topic: Virtual-Worlds Research at UNC-CH
Event: Computer Graphics '91
Place: London, England
Daze: November 1991

By: Warren Robinett
Topic: Head-Mounted Display Research at NASA and UNC-CH
Event: Banff Centre for the Arts
Place: Banff, Alberta, Canada
Date: October 30, 1991

By: Warren Robinett
Topic: Concrete Portrayal of :Mtathematical Abstraction Using Computer Graphics
Event: SIGGRAPH '91
Place: Las Vegas, NV
Date: August 1991

By: Warrep Robinett
Topic: Expansioi, of Human Perception
Event: SRI Conferwice on Virtual Reality
Place: Menlo Park, CA
Dae: June 1991

By: Warren Robinett
Topic: Virtual Reality for Education
Event: International Conference on Education and Technology
Place: Toronto, Canada
Dawe: May 1991

By: Jannick Rolland
Topic: Insight into Optical Properties of Wide-angle See-through Head-Mounted Displays
Event: SRI Conference on Virtual Reality
Place: Menlo Park, CA
Daze: June 1991
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5.3 Some of the Visitors who observed HMD demos at UNC-Chapel Hill

" Six from National Center for Supercornputing Applications
* Six from the Math and Science Center, Richmond, Virginia
* Daniel Goldstein, Swiss journalist
* Eugene Bylinsky, Fortune Magazine
* Architecture students from Guilford College, Greensboro, NC
" Larry Engel, WGBH-TV, Boston, Mass.
* Cindy Copolo, UNC Center for Math and Science Education
* Ruth Pachter, Tun Bunning, and Dave Zelan, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
* Gary Diver, rm Davis, and Bil Tollhurst IVEX Corp.
• Gottfiied Ungerboeck, Mark Rinaldi, Jim Gray, IBM
* Dr. Karl Zehnder, ETH-Zilrich
" Ivan Sutherland and Robert Sproull, Sun Microsystems
" Charles Grimsdale and Phil Atkins, Division Ltd., Bristol, UK
* Capt. Don Stark and Gloria Golden, Fort Huachuca, AZ
* Vic Reis and John Toole, DARPA/ISTO
* Attendees of the DARPA Prototyping Spring Contractors Meeting (30-35 people)
* Richard Clinch, North Carolina Board of Science and Technology
" Chief Academic Officers ftom about 30 East Coast Universities
* Laurent Belsie, Christian Science Monitor
* Attendees of the International Meeting of the Molecular Graphics Society (around 125 people)
" Dennis Roark and Jim Rautner, SAIC
" 30 Students from Program for Future Math and Science Teachers, sponsored by NC Governor's Offi
" Randall Shumaker and Dale Long, Naval Research Lab
" Bruce Phillips, North Carolina Museum of Life and Science
* John Lang, Hewlett Packard
" Jay Schadler, Kim Spencer, and crew from ABC-TV's Prime Time Live
• John Imholz, Virginia Tech School of Architecture
* Tokiichiro Takahashi, NTT, Japan
* Phil Ambum, Air Force Institute of Technology
* Dave Neyland, DARPA
• Andy Goris, Hewlett Packard
" Victor Zadolotnyi and Michael Hovan, George Mason University
* Bill Furness and Martin Green, IST
* Steve Ellis, NASA Ames Research Center
* Takayuki Nakajima, Sharp Corp., Tokyo
* Ben Delaney, Cyberedge Journal
* Len Bass and Rick Kazman, Software Engineering Institute, Carnegie Mellon University
• Sat Narayanan and Richard Knapp, Tektronix
* John Hestenes, National Science Foundation
* Dr. Merten, President, Siemens Research Corporation

Dr. Ming-Yee Chiu, Head of Imaging Dept., Siemens Research Corp.
* Lance Glasser and Marko Slusarczuk, DARPA
" Ten from SAS Institute, Cary, NC
" Rich Garner, Bob Liang, and Dan Ling, IBM T. J. Watson Research Center
" Capt. Brad Hooker, Fort Huachuca, AZ
* Eric Melvin and Jane Fanning, Digital Equipment Corp.
* Wayne Winstead and Jorge Montoya, Research Triangle Institute, RTP, NC
* Joe La Russa, Electro Visual Engineering, Yorktown Heights, NY
* Wim van Damme, Univ. of Utrecht, The Netherlands
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6.0 Appendixes

Appendix A
Paper: Butterworth, Jeff, Andrew Davidson, Stephen Hench, and T. Marc Olano. "3DM: A Three-
Dimensional Modeler Using a Head-Mounted Display." To appear in ACM Computer Graphics-
Proceedings of the 1992 Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics (Cambridge, Mass., April 1992).

Appendix B
Paper Chung, James C. "A Comparison of Head-tracked and Non-head-tracked Steering Modes in the
Targeting of Radiotherapy Treatment Beams." To appear in ACM Computer Graphics--Proceedings of
the 1992 Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics (Cambridge, Mass., April 1992).

Appendix C
Paper. Robinett, Warren, and Richard Holloway. "Implementation of Flying, Scaling, and Grabbing in
Virtual Worlds." To appear in ACM Computer Graphics--Proceedings of the 1992 Symposium on
Interactive 3D Graphics (Cambridge, Mass., April 1992).

Appendix D
Paper: Ward, Mark, Ronald Azuma, Robert Bennett, Stefan Gottschalk, Henry Fuchs. "A Demonstrated
Optical Tracker with Scalable Work Area for Head-Mounted Display Systems." To appear in ACM
Computer Graphics-Proceedings of the 1992 Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics (Cambridge,
Mass., April 1992).

Appendix E

Handouts from the Head-Mounted Display demonstrations in the Tomorrow's Realities Gallery at the
SIGGRAPH '91 conference in Las Vegas, NV, (28 July - 2 August 1991).

* Interactive Building Walkthrough Using the Optical Tracker
• 3dm: A Two-Person Modeling System
* Flying Through Molecules
" Interactive Building Walkthrough Using A Steerable Treadmill
* Radiation Therapy Treatment Planning
* Mountain Bike
" Molecule Museum
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3DM: A Three Dimensional Modeler
Using a Head-Mounted Display

Jeff Butterworth, Andrew Davidson,
Stephen Hench and T. Marc Olano

Department of Computer Science, Sitterson Hall
University of North Carolina

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3175

3D manipulation. As a result. the user can build the virtual
Abstract world from within tie virtual world.

3dm is a three dimensional (3D) surface modeling
program that draws techniques of model manipulation from Our source of inspiration for designing a user
both CAD and drawing programs and applies them to interface for a HMD-based modeler is the current software
modeling in an intuitive way. 3dm uses a head-mounted used for 2D modeling. At one time. creating 2D models
display (HMD) to simplify the problem of 3D model required cumbersome CAD programs. This software took a
manipulation and understanding. A HMD places the user in long time to learn and often did not provide real-time
the modeling space, making three dimensional relationships interaction. Now. however. 2D drawings can be manipulated
more underanidable. As a result, 3dm is easy to lean how to by even the most casual users of personal computers. This
use and encourages experimentation with model shapes, revolution is in part the result of intuitive drawing programs

like MacDraw. One of the keys to MacDraw's success is its
1 Introduction inheent simplicity. Most work done with it requires no

reading or use of the keyboard. Rather, it provides a paletteThe use of interactive 3D environments has of tools which is always available next to the model. To
increased the demand for complex 3D models.[9] The 3D change modes, the uer simply selects the tool from the
environments that provide a sense of telepresence palette using the mouse. The pem of 3D modeling can
reality" require a large number of models in orer to ive the become more accessible if some of the lessons learned from
use the illusion of being in a specific place. This demand for this .evaluation of 2D modeling can be applied to 3D
more models has highlighted the fact that most modeling mdlatinS s sms.
systems are difficult to use for all but a small number of
experts.191 Through identification and removal of some of This paper prents a HMD-besed system called
the findamental obstacles to modeling we hope to make it 3d. which simplifies the task of 3D modeling by
accessible to more users, implementing the concepts inroduced above. Basic

techniques for working within 3dm's virtual world are
Typical techniques used to select and display described 0 show how users access the various features. The

objects are a major hindrance to 3D mode.ng43] To place m implementation of 3dm is described through a presentation
object in 3D requires six parameters: the posinon (three) and of its most useful counands. Finally. the results of actually
the orientation (the). Most modeling system (modelers) using 3dm e presented with an emphasis an new techniques
must settle for a 2D mouse apomuned by a keyboard for this hat cm be plid within ochr virmal worlds.
purpose. This mismatch results in difficult placement and
picking of objects in modeling space. The display of models
usually takes the form of a projection onto a 21D monitor. 2 Prior Work
This has the effect of making spatial relationships unclear. A large body of work has been done on 3D
Technological improvements to 3D model display and modeling. Although 3D input devices have been used to
mumipulation hardware can remove these barriers a model enhance modelers, very lile modeling has been done with a
creaoin and understmding. lMD. Some examples of modeling with six degree-of.

freedom input devices are (1) and I8. but both of those used
Current virtual reality technology provides one traditional 2D displays. Previous uses of HMD systems have

solution to more intuitive modeling. A HMD system gives concentrated more on exploration of virtual worlds rather
the ability to understand complex spatial relationships of than creating or modifying them. Some examples of this
models by placing the user in the models wald. Within this work with HMD's em be found ian 15 .
type of system. a hand-held pointing device supplies users
with the ability to specify 3D relationships through direct Modeling using a HMD system has been explored

by Clark.[41 Users of Clark's system created parametric
surfaces by manipulating control points on a wire.frame grid.
This system highlighted the utility of using a HMD for
improved undcrstanding and interaction with models. Like
Clark's system. 3dm relies on a HMD to help simplifN
modeling, but 3dms intuitive user interface design also
makes it easy to learn and use.
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Pixel-Planes 4 and Pixel planes 5 high-lierlormance graphics in the inihlhng .ltl. The IMO %vsteni u.ed for 3dni allows
engines developed at UNC-CH.IhI['7I Currently. all mdclh, the user to walk through the model space a few paces in any
crcated with 3dm are made up of hierarchical groups of direction. Walking simply does not provide the rangc of
triangics. movement needed for most models, so 3dm supports

'flying.- a commonly used method or traveling through

3.1 User Interface virtual worlds.121 Flying consists of translating the user
through model space in the direction that the cursor is

In addition to the model, the virtual world of 3dn pointing. Flying moves the magic carpet, which carries the
contains the components of the user interface. The most user and the toolbox along. A method of navigation that is
important of these ae the toolbox and the cursor. The cursor the complement of flying is grabbing- the world. Grabbing
follows the position of the hand-held mouse. giving the um the world allows the user to attach the modeling space to the
a sense of hand position in the modeling space. The toolbox cursor and then drag and rotate iL Grabbing can be used to
is the means by which most actions w performed. bring a feature of the world to thuser rather than forcing the

Some of the user interface components we simply user to walk or fly to the feature.

helpful markers that can be turned off, unlike the toolbox and Models often require manipulation at vastly
the cursor, which are always visible. The u stands on a different scales. To facilitate this type of work, the user can
"magic carpet" which marks the boundaries of where the be scaled using a process called growing and shrinking. This
tracking system operates. Remaining within tracker range is scaling does not affect the model: it changes the user's
important because the virtual world will begin to tl as the relative size with respect to the model. The user could shrink
user moves farther out of range. Below the magic carpet lies a down to bird size in order to add eyelashes to a model of an
checkered ground plane, above which the model is usually elephant and then grow to the size of a house to alter the
created. Additional reference objects, such as coordinate same model's legs. Since the user can become disoriented by

xes. can be turned on by the user. all of these methods of movement, therm is a command that

immediately returns the user to the initial viewpoint in the
middle of the modeling space.

The user receives continuous feedback in a varety
of ways. The HMD system provides all visual input to the
user, so the display must be updated between 15 and 30 times
per second. Even during file loading and other slow
operations, the screen is updated and the head is tracked.
Rubber banding is implemented in many situations: when
defining a new triangle, scaling or moving an object, and
extruding. Predictive highlighting shows the user what
would be selected if a mouse button were pressed. This
highlighting is used in the toolbox, and even more
.nportandy, when masking vertices. Whenever the cursor is
nar a model the nearest vertex is highlighted, giving the
user an indication of which vertex would be operated on
before actmally attempting the operatoio.

Fig= 1: The toolbox as sawi by th user.

The toolbox initially appears suspended in space
neaw the user's waist, but it 'can be moved to a more
convenient location. The toolbox remains attached to the
user as he or she move around the modeling space, or it cwt
be disconnected and left anywhere above the magic Cat L
The toolbox is organized into cells containing 3D icms.
Each icon represents either a tool. a command, or a toggle.
Many of these icons can optionally appear in pulldown
menus at the top of the .toolbox in order o reduce clutter.

Icons perform actions when they are selected with
the cursor. Tools change the current mode of operation as
reflected tn the shape of the cursor. For instance, when the
user reaches Into the toolbox and elects the flying tool. the
cursor takes the form of an airplane. Selecting a command
performs a single task without changing the current mode of Figure 2: A mangle being added to a model. Demonstrates

rubber handing and snapping to nearby vertices.



3.2 Tools and Commands model arc stored in the undo/redo stack. The undo command
can then bc used to pop changes off of this stack to undo as

Although many tools are available in the 3dm many operations as necessary. These undo operations can
toolbox. it is more useful to understand the general classes of themselves be undone with the redo command. The undo/redo
tools supplied to the user than to enumerate all of the specific commands encourage experimental changes to the model
tools. Most of these tools were chosen because of their because no operation can cause pcrmanent damage.
proven utility in pre-existing modelers.

3.2.1 Surface Creation 3.2.3 Hierarchy
The hierarchical features of 3dm provide methods

Surface creation is the central purpose of most 3D for organizing complex models. -Grouping" can be used to
modeling, so 3dm provides more than one method for associate mangles and possibly other groups to more easily
creating surfaces. A triangle creation tool exist for manipulate them as a whole. These groups can be iuwtced.
generating both single triangles and triangle strips. The An instance is similar to a copy of a group that can be
cornars of these triangles are specified by pointing and arbitrarily translated. rotated, and scaled. However. the
clicking the mouse, so the triangles are creased in their difference between an instance and a copy is that the
desired locations rather than appearing in a "building" are instances of a group are all linked to the same basic shape. If
and then being moved into the model space. Pre-existing this shape is changed. then the change is reflected in all
vertices may be used during triangle creation to allow instances ast once. An example where instancing would be
triangles to share corners or entire edges. making seamles useful is in a model of a large building. Suppose that
connections easy. hundreds of chairs were in this building. If one model of a

chai wer insutced many times to make these chairs, then a
The extrusion tool supplies a more powerful and change to a single chair would be reflected in hundreds of

more specialized method of riangle creation. This tool places throughout the building.
allows the user to either draw a poly-line or select one from
edges already in the model and stretch it out into an extruded Groups can be organized into a hierarch)
surface. The extrusion is performed by dragging the leading represented by a directed scyclic graph. This type of
edge of the surface with the mouse. Because the mouse can be hierarchy is particularly well-suited to modeling articulated
twisted and translated arbitrarily during the extrusion. it figures. The ability to instance groups and impose a
becomes easy to create complex surfaces with this tool. In hierarchy on ean helps to organize models.
addition, the leading edge of this new surface can be scaled
and tha extruded again as many times as n Th. 4 Results
form of extrusion can rapidly create such objects as walls.

legs, tree mnks, and leaves. Actual modeling sessions have shown that 3dm is
efficient for rapidly prototyping models. Organic shapes.

The last surface ceation tools facilitam creation of like rcks and trus, have proven o be particularly good
standard surface shapes. Currently box. sphere, and cylinder subjects for 3dm. These shapes are easily created in 3rm
tools exist. They each allow the user to interactively stretch because it provides a good sense for spatial relationships.
out an arbitrarily propor oned wireframe representation of a Users of 3dm have commented that they feel a sense of
standard shape. When the wirefriame represertation has the conrol. because they can reach out and grab any part of the
desired propotuon, it is turned into a rangulated surface. model with me. The ability to make these quick

modifications encourages the user to experiment with shapes

3.2.2 Editing until they we satisfactory. However. 3dm has shown
weakness in the area of constraints and models that

Sme surfacs are raely a exactly th d shau~e traditional CAD and drawing programs create well. For
upon creation, it i important that surface editing be an easy instane 3dm has no way of keeping two polygons parallei,
operation. The most commonly used editing tool is the causing some models Io appear irregular.
mark/move tooL This tool provides a method of rasping
and moving arbitrary portions of the model. Not only can The extrusion tool is an example of a traditional
entirm objects be grabbed and moved with the muse, but modeling tool that has become even more powerful because
selected groups of vertices can be moved in order to distort of its we in a HMD framework. In most modeling systems,
part of an object. Scaling can also be performed on either extrusion is performed by moving one or two spatial
entire objects or groups of vertices. During both movement parameter at a time. 3dm users often aler many parameters
wd walmg, the user so the model changing i reel time. at once during an extrusion by twisting and translating the
This intection decveases the muber of edits needed to make new surface. Extrusion in 3dn often consists of many short
a desired change. The marking aspects of this tool ae used to euwins. In between these short operations the leading
mark arbitrawy portions of the model for operations with edge of the extruded surface is often scaled and twisted. The

,. other tools. vesult is that complex surfaces can be rapidly created with an

Familiar editing operations from drawing prograwms eay to = t ol.

are a group of 3dm commands that facilitate rapid Some initial solutions to 3dm's lack of constraints
experimental changes. An arbitrary number of mangles or have been to add toggles in the toolbox for a snap-to grid and
entire objects can be cut. copied, pasted and deleted. These a snap-so plane. The snap-to grid constrains the position of
commands provide easy reuse of existing objects. the cursor to the nodes of a regular 3D grid. The resolution of

the snap-to grid is dynamically modified to be appropriate toAn undo/redo stack is provided for reversig ay the user's cur'rent "grown" or "shrunk" size. The snapto

number of operations from any tool or command. As phe uses te t o onsrn sor moemntpto

operations are performed, the changes they cause to the plan gives the ability to constrain cursor movement to



dimensions. The snap-to constraints help in making regular the Workshop on lntcractive 3D Graphics. October
ohJCts. such as mechanical parts. 1986. Sponsored by ACM SIGGRAPH.

$ Conclusion 161 Fucks. Henry. Jack Goldfeather. Jeff P HultquiSL Susan
Spach. John D. Austin. Frederick P. Brooks. Jr.. John

3dm draws techniques of model manipulation from G. Eyles. John Poulton. Fast Spheres. Shadows.
both CAD and drawing programs and applies them to Textures. Transparencies. and Image Enhancements in
modeling mi an intuitive way. A HMD modeling system uses Pixel.Planes. Computer Graphics. 19(3):1l 1-120.
these tools to simplify the problem of 3D model February 1985. SIGGRAPH '85 Conference
manipulaion and understanding. Proceedings.

3d. is a stop toward making 3D modeling [71 Fuchs. Henry. John Poulton, John Eyles. Trey Greer.
accessible to uiaophisticaad os.t h supports users* natural Jack GoldUeather. David Ellsworth. Steve Molnar. Greg
forms of interaction with objects to give them better Turk. Brice Tebbs. Lair Israel. Pixel-Planes 5: A
undermanding of the shapes of their modela. Even a novice Heterogeneous Multiprocessor Graphics System Using
user can undersand how to manipulate a model by reaching Procesor-Enhanced Memories. Computer Graphics.
out and grpig iL Ue m encouaged to experiment with 23(3): 7948. July 1989. SIGGRAPH "89 Conference
model shape because 3dm facilitam making rapid changes. Proceedings.
The rffacu of a ching to a modal cn be clearly enderstod
because the user can explore the model using a variety of [81 Sachs. Emanuel. Andrew Roberts. David Stoops. 3-
ntuitive navigation ehiques. Draw:. A Tool for Designing 3D Shapes. IEEE Computer

Adv d users we also empowerd by 3d. Many Grapics & Applicatioa. November 1991, 18-26.

of the tools borrowed from existing modeling systems [9j Sproull. Robert F. Parts of the Frontier are Hard to
become more powerful when ued with a HMD. One mar•e of Move. Computer Graphics. 22(2):9, March 1990.
increased utility is the fact that complex operations can Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics.
involve simultaneous modification of many spatial
peramets. Examples of tools that take advantage of this we
object placement and extrusion, which both allow
combinations of rotation and translation in a single step.
By coemutrating more functionality into each operation.
fewer operations am needed to perform a task and models can
be created faster.
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A Comparison of Head-tracked and Non-head-tracked
Steering Modes in the Targeting of

Radiotherapy Treatment Beams'

James C. Chung
Department of Computer Science

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

ASTRACT coared mancrmatic spherical dodges organ analogs). (See
A coruslled expermri was conducted to compere bead-waked Color Plam 1.) The subject used eac ao the seven stering modes
and . u-head-racked steeritng modes in the performance of - to mmipulam the directin m which a conical vial beam passed

abstra.bem-targetmS task. Collected datanvaed awidevarmiey dough themodeL Tw bem was d ch that its source (cone

of mode preferences mong th subjects. Subject paFramanm. as va ) was always a fixed distance fom the tarV its central ray
measured by final scare, task compleion tim e and subject cnfi- (cm axis)p sedthroughtthe cearoft he target andiadivergance
dence. differed very lile between the head- tackd stming modes was just la p nough to encompass the tmrgc The sujC: was

takln as a group and die collective non-heed-traded modes. Sam inmtXsd go fmd die bm direction that afforded the smalcst
significai diffemces wr observe between individual sawin volume of inzesectim n between the conical beam and ft dodges, a
mod , both within and between the ad-neked and amn-nd- Wk analogous to a radiothrapist vying to avoid radiosesitive
tn.ck d oups. organs with a weamum bean.

I4TRODUC1ION STEERINO MODES
Cuant mearchn at the University of North Carolina a Chapel Hill Teg sm" ermng modeo refer to the method used to change one's
is investigating the possible benefits to be gaibAd by applying bead- pmion or iritm in the vitiual world. This n disnusised
momed display (HMD) teclology o radiotherapy treamentplhn- bum navigation, which refers to understiding one's current posi-
nag (RTP). U ofahead-moumed display for mPngot wmuaa tion and orieatation relative to other objects in the virtual world.
beams suggests several possible steering for eploring fieT
virtual world of the patiens anatomy. To determine which stmTin g n q,'- amiinked tm de subject 'head and eable
mode is bet suited to our application, a study was conducted to % oct tmakc u ofvesui ar (inner ear balan'ce) andpropo-
investigate the relative meits of the differaun si8eriSf Modes. aptive (mucs, tramlans. joms) scam for naviga ian.

Seven steering modes wa used inan absact bean-arlen task. ( In Walkaround mode, the subject physically
Four modes used head-racking information, while the other Ow wreabou in Wh voeig the gtd-e moel.y
modes did not. It was anticipeted that head-tracking would provide, Mals airct in th vistda world nd by the taret/dodesu model.an advantage in beam tr¢ein thrug more aua lrn an "ln dieto of th bean is defined by dhe vecw" from the subject's
navigaton btat m targe use of omd n ulcreing ad eyes to the center of the aret. To beue exmine the model and
tion, which a ke bse f a ofn-head-racdu metods. in m n atthebea from above ad below, the subject is given the ability

wo vertically translate the model using a 6-D mouse. No other
Related work in movement through virtual world is described n 1. manipulation of &he model is possibl.
2.3. but these studies do not deal with HMD's md heed-tracking. W n(M). Tls i th sum as Walkawrod mode,

BEAM TARGETING with do exception that the subject is able to also rotte the model
The key to successful beam targeting in radiation therapy t nt about my as in 3-space through its center by grabbing with the 6-
planning is to orient and shape the beams so that the entire tumor is D mouse. (See 6-D Mouse section below.)
covered by each bun while as little of the healthy s'ounding tissu Or (ORO). In Orbital mode the subject is consmined to always
as possible is hit by the beams. Given the complex spatial arnge- be looking at the center of the model from the beam source. Beam
mant ofa paient's anatomy (tumors may be draped around healthy diection coinides with gun direction. Unlike the Walkaround
organs or have tendrils snaking out into the healthy tissue), this is modes, Orbil mode uses only head orieruation and ignores head
usually not an easy task. position. As the subject's head turns, the model is observed to

To evaluate he different steering modes, subjects were presented tnislate about he subject's head at a constant distance (Hence the
with an abstract antatomy model, consisting of a multi-colored name Orbita.) Because the model undergoes no rotation. it can be
spherical target (tumor analog) anbedded in a collection ofuniquely viewed frn any direction with a turn of the subject's head.

tnvarbon (/WA). In Immernion mode the subject views the model
looking outward from the center of the target. Lke Orbital mode.
Immsmion mode makes use of head orentation only and ignores

'C1r3175, Sitterson Hall. Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3175.
clijgcs.u.edu (919) 962-1889



head position Witen do subject's hed nns, the subject's view colog. aiW Radiology at IJNC. Eachi subject underwent 7~ sessions.
sweeps s portins of te model ftm its fixed, cents! ventage each of which used a different steering mode. The order of the
pouu. The beam diuection a defined by the subjects gaze direcuon sleering modes used by each subject was vaned according to a 707

and the task of finding the best beam orientation becomes mne of lain squame Each sesion consisted of 3 practice trials followed by
looking for the portion of the model withihe biggest opminSe. Since 3 test trials. Each trial used a unique taget/dodge model.-
the beam passes completely through the model the subject is given
the ability to reverse his San dieonion by holding down a button an In each trial the subject explored prospective beam orientations until
the 6-D mouse. and can thereby examn th complt prqx the best one was towA! at which time the subject stopped the trial.
beam pth through the model. There was no time bimitnorany emphasis on task completion time--

the subject was irtstructed to take as long as necessary to ind the best
Non-4ed-Trealted beam path. A virtual marker(arrow pointing through the model) was
Although these modes donot make useol'head-tacking; information provie to the subject to we as a refernce. At any time the subject
the subjects still viewed the model thrug the HMWD so that onage cold issue a "mark corouad. which aligned she marker with the
quality was equalizzid over the seven modes. These due modes alu wrins beam direction, and the marker would remain fixed in the
place the subject's eye at the beam saorce kiking inthe direction of model until a subsequent command was issued. The score and task
the be=u toward the target, and suppoi exploraio of prospectiv completion time for the trial were recorded. as weli as the subject's
beam ortatons by rotatinig tas model to three-spece. rating an a scale of I (no confidence)- 10 (total confidence) of how

oifident he or she was that die bent beam orientation had beenJ~x*JY In oystick mnode the models rotaed with aveiocity- AsM&d
cOnRWOl jostck In additio to the iufs-rightflrwd-backtward
miovemnt of thejoystick, the p of the oysick mclockwise mi Afk' al sevcnsessions were copleted. the subject ranked the seven
cowelckwise opwvide al treedegreesofrotadoa fred'. saweing moes according to two criteria.. ease -of-use of the steering

S0@ceti(SPC). In this mode the model is rotated witha SpeaW nmode and prefierenice for performing the beam targeting task.
an isomnewic, force-senisitive device that provides siz degrees of Equipment used includled a Polhemos 3Spacet Wacker on an
translational and rotational freedom. This mode, however. we ony EyePhone' Model 2 head-mounted display, displaying images gen-
the three rotatonal degrees of freedom a a velocity control for crated by UNC*s Pixel-Platnes 4 graphics processor.
rotation of the model in three-space.REUT

6-D &bouss (SL). In 6-D Mouse mode the orientation of the mode Figure I presents histograms showing for each steering mode, the
is controlled with a custom-built, six degree-of-freedom mouse munber of times is was ranked 1st. Ind._ 7th by eas-of-use and by
(Wacker sensor embde in a -oo bell with two butoa.). When preference. Theplot for Walksround Mode shows that most subjects
either mouse button is held down. the rotational component of the found it to be one of the more difficult steering modes to use. The
mousemovtemnent isdirectly Uited tomodel rotimdonethsubject other three head-tracking modes have somewhat flat histograms,
see the model rotae in the same mauner as his hand. sugesing no general consensus on how easy they were to use. Of

BEAMS-EYVIEWthe non-head-bracking modes, the Joystick mode is widely consid-
BEAM' EYE IEWred an easy-to-use steering mode. Spaceball mode and 6-D Mouse

An imaportant feaat of a steering mode that may affectsa subject's mode both tendled to be on the difficult side.
performanc is whether or not it provides a "beam's-eye view.-
Beam's-eye view is the viewsem by aneyeoncident with the beamx The preference rantkings show that Joystick mode was widely pre-
vertx and whose gaze vector coincides with the beam's ccrural axis. _________

With a beams-eye view it is very easy to determine which dodges kesrinJytc
intersect the beam, for since the beam is defined to diva-ge just
enough to exactly enclose the target, the silhouettes of those dodges
will overlap with the silhuette of the target. In those modes that do _ _ _ _ _ __ i d 1
not provide a beam's-eye view. it is mome difficult for the subject toJ 6-
judge which dodges art hit by t beam. __.___AI__ "All

Walkaround and Wal[karound/Rotate modes donotn provide beam's- 1Orbital ra-D Mouse
eye views, because the subject's head cannot be physically con- 6a
strained to align with the beam source. Immersion mode as doesn
nix provide a beam's-eye view, since the subject's eyepoint is con- 4.
$trined to stay at the target's center. The other four moes do 2

Provide bemM's-eye Views.i r n r -4Jr
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD Is &W 3N 411 W n amcetiiWan7

The experiment was a one-factor within-subject investigation, with walt/Rots ebl
steering mode a the independent viable. Dependent variables

meauredwer final scoae (voliume of intersection between bem wAd
dodges), task completion time, confridence in the rial beu wuftigo-.l
ration. and rakordnngs ofthe seven modes byecase of we Andby ~ m iiIl-_________
Fourteen subjects were recruited from gradumatesudents and staf WalkarourndFgue.
mem bers of the Departments of Computer Science, Radiation On- 6. Fr ec Frae 1.sne

'SpacebaliT" is a registered trademark of Spatial Systems. Inc.o each steering mofj (Nou14 for all histogramns)
'3SPacem1 is a registered trademark of Pollhemus Navigation Sci- 21 ra.
IEyel~noncTh is a registered trademark of VPL Research. Inc. to &W "E 410 Wn ft 71 A s-fUaL reee
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fienred by the mbie., whereas Walaon Mode wi widely ,. ~
disliked. For Spaciaball and 6-D Mouse modes subject' opiin
wacon the less-prtfatld sides. Ontheotherhand.Walk/Rotutand a O WS P6 voie: wv 75.M. 25o10

Orbialmodesweron the mor-prefcrrd side of th scale Lmme- a.. .w .. ,mmow --96 T-esmm W,,,mow
s ion mode shows an inteesting bimodal distribuion. suggesting that
subjects either loved it or hae it. =in& difficut steering modes or modes they did not like. or when
in order to f-uw out inter-modelvariability, each rial's so was trials lnk a Itng time Ineetinglly, scr is not significanty
nomalized by the median scam acos subject for the particular correlaed with any of the other variables.
model used in that tial. Figure 2 shows the di m sto of the DISICU SSIlON
lo garthin s of the orm alized s cm s grup d by steen g m od e. A s T riad R eplay
the best possible sco is 0 (no intersection between beam and Iato nf~~it~ unaisrsrdaoe sbetv
dodges), die mo negative values rersn be= er 'fomance. [ldtaiewo eachetral waesomidunctled ryp entg bakboges inuwhch
Stludent's m-Ist reveals silnific.nt differcc for ,te following wrlvee I ch0 stau nonmd ypfo thensbec'soghead, th mde

(a=0.069)De .orBpari O .:DO RBWK 3 0 = Olr). MS. gnlthe beam t half-second intcval. By observing the trisl replay
JO(ci.09).--Oedmod (26.W-'X )(I.OB, MUWLK with the HMD, it waspossible to studyhow the subject moved and

JO~L009) ea-rce oe (,MOBW.WK how th mowe was mwnupulatd. The tra replay also traced thetaken a a grup do not differ sipn ,- .yfonn-hca-tnkd llxanoftl~beamsotlehl''ghthelri&quicklyrevealingwtch
modes (JOY SDM. SPC). buam dirctions wen considered. ad perhaps more important

Figlure 3 shows the distributiou of the logarithm of One task comple- which dibections were not ctisdrd
t io n tim es gro up ed b y s te ern g m o d e . N o si gn ifi c u l d ill' e n ces areI n s i e o b i g i st u ed o f nd h e e t p s i l e u m i m ic ,
foundein his dakad nit he wenivd uasteen modes no subjects usnly terminate the trial before considering all possibili -bmly they were abie to i a good enough spatial
Figure 4 presents the distribution of subject's con Ming und ng of the modl without hving to inspect it from all

grouped by stecring mode. The only significant effect found in this angle. Trs in which the model had beet completely covered
data is the IC Y-IMM €ompairisoin (==--0.0375). usu&Uy were usualyof etic.rnely long duration, with subject move -

ment vscgeting confusion and disorintation. In only a few cases
Table I describes correlations between the dependcrt variables. Not did subjects follow a systematic search sw"ategy, and these systemnatic
surprisingly.ecan'°f'use and preference rank art highlyecorelated. sea-r.hes would usually be abandoned after one candidate beam
Si gnit'•cant correlations we also found between subject coinfidenice &ato had been found. For t most pan. subjects followed what
and ease-of-use, preference. ad el apsed time. All three car. laions might be ciad a "greedy" steering sratgy, moving about the modelI
am: negative, indicatingl that a subjects' con'fidence derae when in amatruer based upon tir curnt view of the model. and not upon

some pnade freed plan. As & result. in most trials the owes of the beam
:01 COW ..Et-U" P,,,.,,W N, o E= MI source showedlarge-"holes"that wer ever considered. FromjustSloo. Pm) PAM s l) rows watching the tral replay it is difficul to determine whether such

lm". . , oA, o.AM 0.049M 4111504 holes wer'e areas that were deliberately skipped or accidentallyW*1 I:) fmom foams) 44W) PAM missed. Some of these .ced to bum directions that

PWON= ons ; 0.e 0 ra m 4= were obviously bad, which might imply that those possibilities werer . MM. PoAU P r o) &=I, 3 l umo) deliberseyskipped. Othcgrholes contained prospective beam direc-
W"L y ".as 1 m tion that we good eough to dserve cosidration, implying that

foams) 1edb teu)j(Mcs whera) shese are-d were accidentally mised by the delbjyCL Inmoscus the
O lm odes were 4ne s bead ditechtsols that required the subject to look straight up or

eia dho ) n.ne I IM straight down were not covered, as the HMD would eert very large
ces aenei the subject's neck in these positions.

nr 0ma0ized by th median s.ore0acr Most subjects reied very heavy an the marke to provide a refer-

Table 1. Corlati n oefficdt ropesn opedeen variabim wit am point in the mode. The marker served as a landmark that
sieufctr psiblsiron fscilitated quck movement between wo diameTaically opposed



beam directions. anid was also typically used as a "best-beam- head-tracked modes.
direction-so-far" marker to which the subject would return for the
final solution after fwzher exploration elswbc.. Manysubjectsex. 6-D Akus (SDM). Compared to subjects' preference for Joystick
pressed adesire to have more than one mrker. Mnt subjects did not mode and dislike for Walkaround mode. response to 6-D Mouse
make useofthecontext provided suniqueloloredinHLS mode wu relatively flat. Its performance was undistinguished from
space for reference. Only one subject. whos own se earch is can. thethermodes. Trial replays showed that this mode suffered greatly
cerned with the use of color, found the col usful-so uwe in from tracker latency, which greatly hindered both precise alignment
fact. that the marker were nev sed. and mnovemen large enough to require mor than one grb-release

cycle. C=squently. beam source traces for 6-D Mouse mode wereSteering Mode Summaries chancterizcd by a very jagged appearance with large direction
bmflersion AWM). Immemion mode produced significantly worse changes separting relatively small rotations.
sm s than Orbital. Spaceball. and Joystick modes. and it appeared Spwsba(SPCI The erformance of Specbal mode is relatively
Ic have instilled less confeidce m the subjects thin the otheliodes. ,ut ts preference rankings we weighted toward the
This may be a result of the subcts' n able to sm ealy a small low end. Many subjects found the Spaceball fatiguing and difficult
portion of the model at amy tie., whic, conbitued with the lak of
any head-motion parallax. Could have hindmd the subject'a devel. to an for ecise movauiaus.
oprnit of a complete miii picure of the model. In addition Geneal Cjmiefft
subjects we quied toevaluar prospective beam orienuma by Perhapsmost peling is the large inter-subject variance seen this
looking in aone direction and then in the osbhrdinx , withioclear apimite, which may have masked significant differences be-
indication of where the boundaryofthe bean was. Immersion mode twee aming modes aid between the collective head-tracked
did, however, have the advantage of providing t ability for the modes ant!thd n-head-tracked modes. Standardized tests of
subject to use muscle memory n navigatio. Even without a spatial orieinaom and spatial visualization 14] may provide a nor-
complete global understanding of the model subjectu knew how they malizing factor lo reduce this vwianchaed to orien their heads to get back to a partecular beatn dimction. Another interesting observation is the large variation seen in the pref-
Orbi/ (ORB). Despite the fat that them is no real-world metaphor auene and ease-of-use historams of the head-tracked modes. Themefor this steering mode, Orbital mode produced signif'antly better was no eneM consensus about which of the four modes was the
scoms than Immersion. 6-D Mouse, and Walk/Rotte modes. This best, although Walkaroud was generally considered the worst. This
may have been due to the unique combination of several factrs. suggests that to be widely accepted, an HMD-based targeting tool
Orbital mode provides a beam's-eye view of the model, which at should have an adaptable usa interface that lets user choose the
once gives the subject m extnal globl view of the mode, ad sabig mode they want to use. One must also consider, however.
allows the subject to easily determine which dodges ingescted the this a task s critical as targeting of tatmerut beams demands
beam. Another contributing factor is the aid to navigationth optimal pm ane Orbital mode provides beer performnce
mule memort provided by Orbital mode.han the otha thre and willbe carried ova into the next experiment.
Wekwound (W1K). Walkaround mode produced the longest mean involvingtru.anatomicabeam-targeting. Sincescc e isnotrco -
task completion time, but was undistinguished in s ad subject lated with mode preference, it is expected that performance of users
confitdence. The long task completion time is not surprising. given who do not like Orbital mode will not sufer from having to use iL.
the dirfculty of walking about in the virtual world in a HMD that CONCLUS ONS
seals off any view of the real world, Most subjects found this mode Collected data show no sigificau differece between head-tracked
very awkward and time-consuming, and ranked Walkarowd low in steering modes and non-head-tracked steering modes in the perform-
ese of use and preference. Interestingly. this mode mor thai any awnce of an abstract beam-targeting task. Orbital mode provided the
other was used for systematic searches. One subject repeatedly bestoverallperormane, Immrsiomodetheworst. Theucenon-
circled around the model, inspecting the model at different heights head-treked modes were not distinguished by performance.
witheach loop. Another subject opted to walk les and inspect the
model vertically at regular intervals around the model. Perhaps the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
awkwardness of the mode instilled it these subjects a need for a Support for this researh was received from:
disciplined. efficient approsch. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Contract No. DAEA
Watks, oun&Rason ( ). Wtal/Row moe did 18 perfor-90-C-0044.a t d perform Digital Equipment Corporation, Research Agreement No. 582.any better than Walkaroind mode, but fared better in ease and National Science Foundation, Grant No. CDA-8722752.
preference rankings. The model rotation capability was used to Office of Naval Research. Grat No. N00014-86-K-0680.
different degrecs by the different subjects. Most subjects walked
very little and spent most of their time standing still and rotating the REFERENCES
model as in 6-D Mouse mode. Some trials showed no rotation at all, I. WarC. and Osborne. S., Exploration and virtual camera control
perhap indicatingareluctam in thesubjecttolosethenavigatioual i virtual three dimensional envirotments. In Proc. 1990
advantage provided by a fixed model reference frame, Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics (Snowbird, UT. Mar.
J*yv*k (JOY). Joystick mode ranked very high in case-o-use and 91. Computer Graphics. 24, 2 (Mar. 1991).175-183.
prference, probably because most of the subjects worked with 2. Ware, C. and Slipp, L, Exploring virtual environments using
computers and were somewhat familiar with video games. Even so, velocity cntol: A comparison of three devices. In Proc. Hum.
performance with Joystick mode was not notable. Trial replay Factors Sec., 35th Anr. Mtg. (San Francisco. Sep. '91). HFS.
revealed that most subjects used only principal axis rotations, i.e. 1991.pp. 300-304.
they rotated models mostly vertically and horizontally and very liule 3. Mackilay.J.D., ar, SK, and Robertn,G.G., Rapideantrlled
diagonally. This was probably due to the mechanical action of the
joystick, which required slightly more effort to move di ally movement through a virtual 3D workspace. Computer Graphiz;,
The effect of this rstriction is unclear., for while it forced subjects to 24,4(Aug. 1990), 171-176.
decomposetheirmovementsnofasiesofprincipalaxesrotations, 4. McGee. M.G., Human Spatial Abilities. Praeger, New York.
it provided a precision of movement not available with the othernon- 1979.
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Implementation of Flying, Scaling, and Grabbing
in Virtual Worlds
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Richard Hoiway
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ABSTRACT and orientation of the hand diring the gesture is also used to
control what happens as the action progresse.

In a virtital world viewed with a head-mounted display, the user
may wish to perform certain actions under the control of a The manual ulput device may be a band-held manipulandumn
manual input device The most unportant of these actions we with poshhuons on it. or it may be an instumented glove. In
flying trogh the world, scaling the world, and grabbing either case, the position and orientation of the input device
objects. 7Tis pae shows how these actions can be precisely nums be measured by the tracker to enable manual control of
specified with frm-ofmeinvariants, and how die code to actonrs. The input device must also allow the user to signa to
implement the actions can be derived from the invariants by the sysm to sat and stop actions, wid to select amiong
algebraic manipulation. alterative action.

INTRODUCTION Certain fundamiental manually-controlled actions may be
impianaized for my virtual world. These actions involve

WearngS a Head-Mounmad Display (HMD) givm a human user changing the location orientation or scale of either an object
the senstion of being inside a three-dimmaisional. cP oyputer- or a user ashdown in Table 1.
simulated world. Because the IK4D replaces the sights and
sourub of dhe real world wit a computer-genwasad virtual user Obiect
world, thi synthesized world is called v'irstal reality. Translate: By through grab (and move) object

the world___ ____

The virtWa world siroaiding the uaw is defined by a graphcs Rotate tilt the world grab (and turn) object
database called a nodel, which gives the colon end coordinates
for each of the polygons: makting up the virtual world. Th Scale expand or shrink scale object
polygos making up the virtual world we normally groupedthwol
into entiis called objects. each of which has its own loaonthwod_______
anid onenaton. Tin human being wearing the HMD is cale Table 1. Basic actions
the user. and also has a location an orientlation within the
vkrual world.

To Dim the data in the model into the ilusion of a siinininding Fling, is defined here as an operation of translating in the
virtual world, the HMy systen eqie certain haerdware direction pointed by the hand-held input device, with steering

MUL~~_ Thbrce esrstepsto n a ycagn h and orientation. This is different from
compnent. 1w bwkarmamatheposiionthe type of flying available in a flight simulator, where the user

atientation of the user's heed and bad. he grlap8ci angui ca niot only translate but can also cams the virtual world to
geunor the unages son by the user, which am d dhi splayed rotate wourd him by banking. However, translation-only
on the HMD. he ana unpi device allows the n-erto we flying is appropriate for a HNID because the user has the ability
gestue of the hand to caise things to haipen in the virctial ~ nmdlo naydrcin i opitteiptdvc

world. in MY direction We believe that keeping the orientation of

BASIC ACTIONS the virtual world locked go that of the real world helps the user
to navigate while flying through the virtual world.

An acion~ changes the state of the virtual world or the user' aMin:~~ the world is the ability wo re-orient the virtual worldviewpoint within it mider countrol of a gesture of the hand, asrlaietteussoinaxn haistootte
measured by the manual inut device, The hand gestuml rtiv 10 the u sieays.n th is to pleente b
initiates and terminates the action, and die changing position roting eue ihrsett h virtual world, whdwaschhi is ipeetdb

subjectively perceived by the user as the entire virtual world
muin wound him.

Scaling the world is the capability to shrink or expand the
world relative to the user, as occurs to Alice in Wonderland
when she drinks from the little bottle or eats the little cake. By
setting up the action code properly, the user can shrink and
expend the world while manually steering the center of



expansion. This grudges a powatful method of travel in very nod-s stands for a transform between those two coordinate
large virtual worlds: the user shrinks the world down until the systems.
destination is within arm's reach and then expands the world.
continuously steering the center of expansion so as to ariveC at modified when user flies. modified when
the correctly-scaled destination. tilts, or scales world objects mre moved

Grabbing an object is licking up and moving a silated world
object tha appears in the virtual world. By analogy with real-
world grabbing of objects. this includes the ability to rotate
the held object before releasing it.

ScaLig anobject is just shrinking or expanding on individual room
object alone, objects

This paper seeks to answer the following question: How can the trcefixed offset
basic actins of flying. grabbing, scaling and tilting in a HMD
system be specified and imnplemented? -a esrdb rce
PRIOR WORK ba

The first JHdD was bilt in 1968 by Iva Swherland [8], but hand_______ le ofe
since it had no manual input device other tha a keyboard, it did ftdofe
not a&low actions controlled by manual guntes. At the
University of Utah. a tracked mantual insput device called a lef ey rsl eye
'wand" was added to the sysem [9]. The tip of the wand was _______erpc tive projection
tracked in position but not orientation The waid was used to throuigh eyepoint
deform the surfaces of virtwal objects composed of curved virtual image of virtual image of
patches (2). lf cen rgtsre

In 19M at NASA Ames Research Center, McGreevy and magdification
Humphries built a JHdD which was lar improved by Fsher, let-re rights screen
Robineut and others 13). Under contract in NASA. VPL
Research provided an instumetaed glove, latw namied th Figure 1. Coordinate systems diagram for a single-iwe
"DuaGlova,' which served a a manual input device. The HDsse
position of the hand and head were trucked with a Polhemsus
3Space magnetic tackesr. In 1986 using the glove input
device, Robinezi implemented on hils system the actions of NOMENCLATURE FOR TRANSFORMS
flying through the world, scaling the worKd rotting the world,
and grabbing objects. We abbreviate the coordinate systems with the frst letters of

Someof hes actons paticuarl fling nd rabingtheir names. Thet World-Object transform may be writen as

objects have since ueen implemented on JHdD systems at Two Trnfom Two covet a pon incodnaesse
several sites. VPL Research began in 1989 selling0IDapitP incodaesyemW
commemcillys a KD system that used a glove to control the
actions of flying and grabbing 1). At the University of North PW a TWO P0
Carolina rr,151. the actions of flying, scaling and gabbing
wer cazaufled with a hand-held manual inu device wit Tis notation is similar to that used in (4]. Notice that the
puabuta was n it which ws mad ft a bilir bal subscripts conel nicely. a in [6]. Likewise, the composition

of the transform Two going from 0 to W with the trasform
COORDINATE SYSTEMS DIAGRAM FOR A HMD Taw going from W to R gives a trarnsform TR0 from 0 to R,

Various coordinate systemis co-ex r within a JHdD system. All ihtecnelainrl orighrto

of thus coordinate systems exist simultaneously. arid although Taw -Two - Tt
over time they may be moving with respect to one anther. at
any given moment each pair of them has a relative position and Thet inverse of transform Two is written Tow.
orientation. The instantaneous relationship between two J
coordinate systms can be described with a tranisform that SPECIFYING ACTIONS WITH INVARIANTS
converts the coordinste of a point described in one coornate
system t the coordinats that represent that same point in the An action in a virtual world is performed by activating the
second coordinate system input device, such as by pushing a button. and then moving the

Althughuanforns xis beweenanypai ofcoodinte npu device to cotol the action as it progresses. As an
Althughtranfors eist etwen ay pir f cordiateexample, grabbing a simulated object requires, for each frame

system in the HMD system, certain pairs of coordinate while the gab action is in progress. that a new position for thc
systems have relative positions that are either constant, object be computed based on the changing position of the
measured by the tracker, or are known for some other reason. user's hand.
These e the independent spansforma, which an shown in
relation to one another in Figure 1. In this diagram,. each node It is possible to precisely define grabbing and other actions
stands for a coordinate system. and each edge linking two with ant invariant, wHch is an equation that describes the

2



desired relationship among certain transforns involved in the To move on iridividual object. the Object-World transform Tow
action. The invariarit is typicafly suited a a relation between must be updated each frame in a way that preserves thc
certain transforms in the current display frame and certain invariant. To derive the update formula for grabbing, we start
transforms in the previous franc. In the case of grabbing, the with the invariant and decompose the transforms on both sides
invariant to be maintained is that the Object.Hand. tiasfor be based on the relationships among the coordinate systems as
equal to its value in the previous frame while the grab action is showi n the coordinate system diagram.
in progress, in other words,.that die object remain fixed with
respect to the hand while it is being grabbed. TO -TWR' -TRT' -Tm' - TOW- TWR TaT -TmH

Staring from the invariant and a diagram of the coordinate We then use algebraic manipulations to isolate the desired
system involved. a mathematical derivation can be performed tranform on the left side of the equation, remembering that
which produces a formula for updating doe proper transform to thu trnfom went coinunatve.
catie the desired acui o ocu. For grabbing, this would be
updating die Object-World transform to change th ojc's Tow'-Twa' Tzr - Tkyw Twit Tigy TTmT
position and oritation in the virmal world Toyw' -Tw' - Tow -TwR .Tr -Tm -THT'' -Tm'

Rigrouly deriving the update formula from a simple mvm Tow' - Tow . TwR -Tir -TTm T' . Tm' .Taw'

is; much easie mid momo reliable tha attempting to write down This is the update formula for grabbing, which updawe the
the update formula using the coordinate systems diagram mid betWrdrasomaednispevusalthcret
informal reasoning. Also. die marching of adjacent subscripts and.,ordtasfr aedo t previous valueso the HadTakrtasom(hcrnin the notation helps to check that dhe transforms wre in correct cangpeis h admv h values of the iannTacerrvasfrm(wic
order. trnforms between Tracker mid World. The effect of executing

GRABBING AN OBJECT this assignment each ftrme is to keep the object in a fixed
position and orientation relative to the hand. even though the

To derive the update formula for grabbing. we firs look at the hand is moving wound within the virtal world.
relevant part of the coordinate system diagram. shown in Another action which can be implemened in a simrilar manner
Figure 2. is "grabbing dhe fabric of space." In this case, the user can

holdfixd m fie bygrab and tilt the entire virtua world, rather than just a single
heldfixe moifie byobject. by holding the World-Hand transform invatian while

during grab grab action the hand rotates.

world FLYING

The action of flying is - anslating the use through the virtual
world in the direction pointed by the manual input device. The
user sters by rotating the manual input device as the flight

room bjectproceeds. A mnetaphor for this type of flying is that the user
holds a rocket pistol in his hand, which drags himt through the
vital world when he squeezes the trigger.

trackerThe manual input device is considered to point in a particular
direction that is relative to its local coordinate system. This
my be thought of as a 3D vector in Hand coordinates. where
the vector's length specifies die flyig speed and the vector's

hand \rthgrabdirection defines the direction the input device points. This
hand vector defines a translation transform. mH . which

moves a point in Hand coordinates to a new position in Hand
for ie gab atimthe nvarantcoordinate.. To implement flying. we first need to convert this

measued by is to keep this single tranform transformation to operat on points in Room coordinates.
trace tunchanged from frame to frame

Tlws" TRX' -TH.m'-TR
Figur'e Z. Coordinate systems diagram for grabbing an

object To make the user's position change within the virtual world.
the World-Room transform must be modified each franc, so the
invariant for flying is

A way of describing the action of grabbing is that the Object.
Hand tansm Tom remaint unchanged bum frame tofbuns. TW,3' aTW,3 T*A..imi

whic isexprsse by he nvarantwhich may be expanded to give the update formula for flying.

TOW - TCH TW~t' - TWR Tar' - TmH' -T.,.. - THT' -Tm'*
where the apostrophe in TOW' indicates a tranlsformn in teSCALING THE WORLD
current frame which is being updated, and no apostrophe means
the value of the transform from the previous frame. It is possible to shrink or expand the surrounding virtual world.

This is comprehensible and effective because the user has direct

3



perception of the size of and distance to virtual objects through sequence of transfortus that looks right based on the coordinate
stereopsis and head-motion pairallax. and can therefore easily system diagram. It is easy to get some of the transforms in the
perceive the concerted motions of the objects in the virtual wrong order. The notation used in this paper provides a check
world expanding wround a cunter of expasion. or shrinking; against misorduring the trartsforns by requiring adjacent
towards a center of contraction. subscripts to match. The HMD software at UNC was

implemnaid using this notation and the formulas derived in
The type of scaling used is uniform scaling, in which all three this pae.and serves as proof that they work.
dimensios are always s"ad by the samea factor. There is
always a cutter of scaling when uniform scaling oc-s, and for ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
the manually controlled action of scaling the world, it makes
sens to locate the cutter of scaling at the user's hand. Whent We would like to thank many people for their contributions to
expanding the workl the cutter of scaling is the point that this work, starttig with the HMD wa Pixel-Planes; teams at
virtual objects move away fron as expansion occurs, and so to UNC. lad by Fred Brooks andi Henry Fuchs. We thanik Fred
end up a a specific desired locatioin within a foeuty-tin Brooks for useful discussions about coordinate systems
virtual world, the cunter of scaling must be repeatedly it- diagrms wA nornenclatre. This work builds on earlier work at
centered ca. di desired location as it ugS, during NASA. and we would like to acknowledge the contributions of
expansion. Son Fisher. Fum Humphrie. Doug Kerr and Mike McGreevy.

We thank Ken Shoustake for help with quaternuons sand Julius
Implementing this sedian requires a derivation =im1~ to that Smith for rules-of-thumb about writing technical papers. This
used for flying. An incremntal scaling truaformation in Hand research was supported by the following grants: DARPA
coordinatas.Tj,..a, will use the Hand origin a the center of #DAEA 19-90-C-0044, NSF Cooperative Agreement #ASC.
scaling. Below we give the invariant for scaling the world, and 3920219. endl DARPA. "Science and Technology Center for
the update fornula derived from it, Computer Graphics and Scientific Visualization", ONR

5N00014496.K-0680. and NIH #S-R24-RR-02170.
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Abstract

An optoelectronic head-tracking system for head-mounted
displays is described. The system features a scalable work area
that currently messures 10' x 12', a measurement update rate of
20-100 Hz with 20-60 ms of delay, and a resolution
specification of 2 mm and 0.2 degrees. The sensors consist of
four head-mounted imaging devices that view infrared light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) mounted in a 10' x 12' grid of modular 2'
x 2' suspended ceiling panels. Photogrammetric techniques
allow the head's location to be expressed as a function of the
known LED positions and their projected images on the
sensors. The work area is scaled by simply adding panels to
the ceiling's grid. Discontinuities that occurred when changing
working sets of LEDs were reduced by carefully managing all
error sources, including LED placement tolerances, and by
adopting an overdeermined mathematical model for the
computation of head position: space resection by collinerity.
The working system was demonstrated in the Tomorrow's
Realities gallery at the ACM SIGGRAPH 91 conference.

CR categories and subject descriptors: 1.3.1 Figure 1: The euisg systemn UNC's graphics Laboratory

[Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture . three- Most existing HMD trackers were built to support situations
dimensional displays; 1.3.7 [Computer Graphies]: Three- -that do not require long-range tracking, such as cockpit-like
Dimensional Graphics and Reahs. - Virtual Reality environments where the user is confined to a seat and the range

of head motion is limited. But many virtual worlds
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Head-mounted applications, such as architectral walkthoughs, would benefit
displays, head tracking from more freedom of movement (Figure 2). Long-range

trackers would allow greater areas to be explored naturally, on
foot. reducing the need to resort to techniques such as flying or

1 Introduction walking on treadmills.

It is generally accepted that deficiencies in accuracy. Such techniques of extending range work adequately with
resolution, update rate, and lag in the measurement of head closed-view HMDs that completely obscure reality. With see-
position can adversely affect the overall performance of a HMD through HMDs [9][111. however, the user's visual connection
117112411251. Our experience suggests that an additional with reality is intact and hybrid applications are possible
specification requires more emphasis: range. where physical objects and computer-generatd images coexist.

In this situation, flying though the model is meaningless. The
model is registered to the physical world and one's relationship

Present address: Structural Acoustics, 5801 Lease Lane. to both must change simultaneously.
Raleigh. NC, 27613. (919) 787-0887

This paper describes the second generation of an
optoclectronic head.tracking concept developed at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In the concept's
first !gncration. the fundamcntal dcsign parameters wcrc
explored and a bench-top prototvpe was constructcd [291.
Building on this success. the sccond-gcneratLon tracker is a



fully functional prototypc that significantly cxtcnds the 2 Previous work
workspace of an HMD wearer.

Many tracking systems preccdc this effort. and wc will briefly
survey rcprescntativc examples. The essence of the problem is
the rcaltimc measurement of the position and orientation of a
rigid moving body with respect to an absolute reference frame.
a six-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) measurement problem.

1. Solutions arc rclcvant to many other fields.

" To our knowledge. four fundamentally different technologies
have been used to track HMDs: mechanical, magnetic.
ultrasonic. and optical.

The rts, HMD, built by Ivan Sutherland [27]. used a mechanical
linkage to measure head position. A commercial product. The
Boom [121. uses a mechanical linkage to measure the gaze
direction of a hand-held binocular display. The Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) uses a mechanical
linkage to measure the position and orientation of a HMD used
for simulation [24]. Mechanical systems have sufficient
accuracy, resolution, and frequency response, yet their range is
severely limited, and a mechanical tether is undesirable for
many applicatio-s.

Magnetic-based systems (3][21] are the most widely used hand
and -head trackers today. They are small, relatively
inexpensive, and do not have line-of-sight restrictions. Their

Figure 2: WaLkhrogh of Brooks" kitchen design that runs with primary limitations are distortions caused by metal or
the tracker. Actual resolution of images seen in the HMD is electromagnetic fields, and limited range [13].
mUa lower than this pictures resolution.

Ultrasonic approaches have also been successful, such as the
The current system (Figure 1) places four outward-looking commercially-available Logitech tracker [20]. Time-of-flight
image sensors on the wearer's head and locates LEDs in a 10' x measurements are used to triangulate the positions of sensors
12' suspended ceiling structure of modular 2' x 2' ceiling mounted on the HMD. The wuength of this technology is
panels. Each panel houses 32 LEDs, for a tua of 960 LEDs in minimum helmet weight (131. Physical obscuration as weU as
the ceiling. Images of LEDs are formed by lateral-effect reflections and variations of the speed of sound due to changes
photodiode detectors within each head-mounted sensor. The in the ambient air density make it difficult to maintain accuracy
location of each LED's image on a detector, or [5].
photocoordinate. is used along with the known LED locations
in the ceiling to compute the head's position and orientation. Because of the potential for operation over greater distances.
To enhance resolution, the field of view of each sensor is optical approaches are plentiful. and it is helpful to categorize
nanrow. Thus, as shown in Figures 3 and 7. each sensor sees them on the basis of the light source used. Visible, infrared.
only a small number of LEDs at any instanL As the user moves and laser light sources have each been exploited.
about, the working set of visible LEDs changes, making this a
cellular head-tracking system. Femrin (13] reports the existence of a prototype helmet tracking

system using visible light. Although it only tracks
Measurements of head position and orientation are produced at orientation, it is worth mentioning here because of its unique
a rate of 20-100 Hz with 20.60 ms of delay. The system's approach. A patterned target is placed on the helmet and a
accuracy has not been measured preciely. but the resolution is cockpit-mounted video camera acquires images in real time. The
2 mm and 0.2 degrees. It was demonstrated in the Tomorrow's pattern is designed to produce a unique image for any possible
Realities gallery at the ACM SIGGRAPH '91 conference, and is, head orientation. The strength of this approach is the use of
to our knowledge, the first demonstrated scalable head-tracking passive targets which minimize helmet weight. Reflections
system for HMDs. and other light sources are potential sources of error.

The system is novel for two reasons. First, the sensor Bishop's Self-Tracker 17] is a research effort involving visible
configuration is unique. Other optical tracking systems fix the light. A Self-Tracker chip senses incremental displacements
sensors in the environment and mount the LEDs on the moving and rotations by imaging an unstructured scene. A head-
body [30]. The outward-looking configuration is superior for it mounted cluster of these chips provide sufficient information
improes the system's ability to detect head rotatica. The for the computation of head position and orientation.
scalable work space is the system's second contribution. If a Although still under development, the concept is mentioned
larger work space is desired. more panels can be easily added to here because it would allow an optical tracking system to
the overhead grid. operate outdoors, where a structured environment, such as our

ceiling of LED%, would be impossible to realize.



Bccause of the difficulties associated with processing 3 .ioitem qer.ie%%
information in an unstructured scene. most high-speed optical
measurement systems use highly-structured infrared or laser Wang demonstrated the viability of head-mounted lJtcral-cffcLt
light sources in conjunction with solid-state sensors. The photodiodcs and overhead LEDs. This system extends his work
sensor is a often a latwral-effect photodiode as opposed to a true in several ways. First, an overhead grid of 960 LEDs was
imaging device. because the photodiodc produces currents that produced with well-controllcd LED location toleranccs. and
are directly related to the location of a light spot's centroid on morc attention was paid to controlling other error sources as
its sensitive surface [32]. The resultant sensor is relatively well. Second. mathematical techniques were developed that
insensitive to focus, and the light spot's location, or allow an arbitrary number of sensors and an arbitrary number of
photocoordinae, is immediately available without the need for LEDs in the field of view of each sensor to be used in the
image processing, computation of head location. This resulted in an

overdctermined system of equations which, when solved, was
During the 1970s. Selspot 123] popularized the use of infrared less susceptible to system error sources than the previous
L.EDs as targets and lateral-effect photodiodes as sensors in a mathematical approach (10]. Third. the analog signals
commercially.available system. Their primary emphasis was, emerging from the sensors were digitally processed to reject
and still is. on the three-dimensional locations of individual ambient light. Finally, techniques for quickly determining the
targets. That is. the Selspot system does not automate the working sets of LEDs were developed.
computation of a rigid body's orientation. In a response to this
shortcoming. Antonsson [2] refined the Selspot system for use 3.1 Sensor configuration
in dynamic measurements of mechanical systems. The Typically, optical trackers are inward-looking; sensors are
resultant system uses two Selspot cameras to view a moving fixed in the environment within which the HMD wearer moves.
body instrumented with LEDs. Similar approaches have been With Self-Tracker, Bishop and Fuchs introduced the concept of
applied to HMD systems in cockpits [13] and in simulators outward-looking trackers that mount the image sensors on the
(11]. head, looking out at the environment (Figure 3).

The use of an LED light source limits the range of these If a large work area is required. outward-looking configurations
systems. Typically. the distance between source and detector have an advantage over inward-looking techniques when
can be no greater than several feet. Longer distances can be recovering orientation. The two are equivalent for measuring
spanned with lase light sources. translation: moving the sensor causes the same image shift as

moving the scene. Rotations are significantly different.
The only known example of a 6DOF tracker using laser sources Unless targets are mounted on antlers, an inward-looking
is the Minnesota Scanner [26]. With this sytem. scanning sensor perceives a small image shift when the user performs a
mirrors are used to sweep orthogonal soi!'-s of light across the small head rotation. The same head rotation creates a much
working volume. Photodiodes are both fixed in space and larger image shift with a head-mounted sensor. For a given
placed on the moving body. By measuring the time between a sensor resolution, an outward-looking system is more
light stripe's contact with a fixed and moving photodiode. the sensitive to orientation changes.
diode's three-dimensional location can be computed. Given the
location of three or more moving diodes, the moving body's
orientation can be computed. Similar technology has been
applied to the cockpit, although orientation was the only
concern [13].

Figure 4: Remote Procesor and head ui with four sensors

To improve resolution in general, long focal lengths must be
tised with a, optical sensor regardless of whether the
configuration is inward or outward-looking. Thus, a wide-angle
Ins cannot significantly extend the work area of an inward-
looking system without sacrificing resolution and accuracy.

Figure 3. Conceptual drawing of ou tward-looking systetn and
the sensors'fields of view Narrow fields or view arc a consequence of long focal lengths

Therefore. the HMD wearer cannot move very far before an LED
leaves a given sensor s ricid of view. One solution is a ccllular



array of either LEDs or detectors. For an infrared system using The LED Manager is a 68030-based processing module that
LEDs and lateral-effect photodiodes. system cost is minimized controls the Remote Processor as well as the ceiling. A TAXI-
by replicating LEDs as opposed to sensors. This is a result of based scrial datalink [I] provides access to the Remote
both the device cost as well as the required support circuitry. Processor while the ceiling's data daisy chain terminates at the

LED Manager. Software executing on this module is
In the current system. four Hamamatsu (model 51880) sensors responsible for turning LEDs on and for extracting data from
are mounted atop the head. as shown in Figure 4. Each sensor the sensors. The LED Manager resides in a remote VME chassis
consists of a camera body to which a Fujinon lens (model CF that must be located near the ceiling structure.
SOB) is attached. The focal length of each lens is 50mm. Their
principal points were determined experimentally by an otical
laboratory. An infrared filter (Tiffen 37) is used to reject
ambient light.

3.2 Beacon cooflguratlon
Experience with simulations and an early 48-LED prototype /cs
revealed the problem of beacon swchig error as the user -rais
moved around and the working set of beacons changed, gie
discontinuous jumps in position and orientation occurred.
These re caused by errors in the sensor locations, distortions
caused by the lens and phoodiode detector, and errors in the Remote
positions of the beacons in the ceiling.

To control beacon locations, we housed the LEDs in carefully Light ik location
constructed ceiling panels. Each 2' x 2' panel is an anodized L Photo-
aluminum enclosurt that encases a 20" x 20" two-sided printed cootdinates
circuit board. On this board are electronics to drive 32 LEDs.
The LEDs are mounted in the front surface with standard plastic 68030-based 68030-based i860-bascd
insets. Using standard electronic enclosure manufacturing processor processor processor
techniques, it was relatively easy to realize an LED-to-LED
cnwtline spacing tolerance of .005' on a given panel. LED Manager Queue Manager Coilinearity

The panels are hung from a Unistrut superstructure (Figure 1). o1 2k:iE !'xi. l .5 host E
At each interior vertex of a 2' x 2' grid, a vertically adjustable Figure 5: Syswem Dataflow
hanger mates with four panels. Four holes in the face of a panel
slide onto one of four dowels on each hanger. The entire array For each measurement of head location, the LED Manager
of panels is levelled with a Spectra Physics Laser-Level. which produces a list of visible LEDs and their associated
establishes a plane of visible red light several inches below the photocoordinates. This list is transferred via shared memory to
panels' faces. Each hanger is designed to accept a sensor the Collinearity module, which resides in the graphics engine's
(Industra-Eye) that measures the vertical position of the laser VME chassis. The i860-based Collinearity module translates
relative to its own case. By moving the hangers up or down. the list of photocoordinates into te current estimate of head
they can be aligned to within .006" of the light beam. location. For reasons explained in Section 6. an additional

68030-based processor is used to aid the transfer of data from
The panels are electrically connected by a data and power daisy the remote system to the host. In theory, this is not required.
chain. The data daisy chain allows an individual LED to be The VME systems ame connected by a Bit-3 VME buslink.
selected. Once selecte', the LED (Siemens SFH 487P) can be
driven with a programmable current that ranges from 0.2 The sampled head position is communicated to the Pixel-Planes
amperes. The programmable current allows an electronic iris 5 graphics engine [14]. which in turn updates the images on the
feature to be implemented. Typically. an LED will be on for no user's displays.
more than 200 gsec. During this time period, the current is
adjusted to achieve a desired signal level at the sensor (see
Section 4). 4 Low-level software

3.3 Data Flow A library of low-level routines running on the LED Manager,
As shown in Figure S. the signals emerging from the head- called the Acquisition Manager. controls the beacons and
mounted sensors are connected to the Remote Processor. Worn detectors. Given an LED and a photodiode unit, these routines
as a belt pack, the Remote Processor functions as a remote light an LED and determine if a photodiode's detector sees that
analog-to-digital conversion module. It can aecept the four LED. The detector returns four analog signals, which the
malog voltages emerging from a lateral-efrect photo, iodc, for Remote Processor board digitizes. A simple formula [161
up to eight sensors. On command, the Remote Processor will converts these four numbers into the x.y photocoordinates of
simultaneously sample the four voltages on a selected sensor the LED's projection on the detector.
and relay four, 12-bit results to the LED Manager. The Remote
Processor was used to alleviate the need for long runs of analog Hamamatsu datasheets specify I part in 40 accuracy and 1 part
signals emerging from multiple sensors. in 5000 resolution for the lateral-effect diode-based detectors

used. As with Antonsson [21. we were able to achieve



approximately I part in 1000 accuracy for the combined I00 4sec. LEDs are tested in groups: each group carries an
photodiode-lens assembly. Achieving this result required additional overhead of 60 scc.
significant efforts to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and
compensate for distortion. including:

Ambient light rejection: The voltage values with the LED off
(called the "drk current") am subtracted from the voltage values
with the LED on. Sampling with the LED off both before and
after the samples with the LED on and averaging the two yields
substantially improved ambient light rejection.

Random noise rejection: Avamging several measurements
reduces random noise effects, but costs time. A good
compomnise between accuracy and sampling speed is to take 8
samples with the LED off. 16 samples with the LED on and 8
mar samples with the LED off.

Carrent scaling: The distance between a photodiode nd an LED Figure 7: Saurs viewing LEDs in the ceiling. Each of the four
depends on the users location. To maximize the signal without gromps is the set of LED: that a sensor can see. Picture taken
saturating the photodiode detector, the Acquisition Manager with a camera that is sensitive to infrared light.
dynamically adjusts the amount of currnt used to light an LED.
Acquisition Manager routines estimate the threshold of current
that will saturate the detector and use 90% of this value during 5 LED Manager
sampling.

The LED Manager uses the low-level Acquisition Manager
routines to determine which LEDs each photodiode unit sees
And where the associated imaged points awe on the photodiode

detectors. We usually want to collect data from all visible
LEDs. since larger sample sets ultimately yield less noisy
solutions from the Collinearity module (Section 7). Because
the number of visible LEDs is small (see Figure 7) compared to
the total number of LEDs in the ceiling, something faster than
a brute-force scan of the entire ceiling ray is called for. Two
assumptions help us design a more efficient method:

- 1) Spatial coherence: The set of beacons visible to a
photodiode unit in a given frame will be contiguous.

2 Temporal coherence: The user's movement rate will be slow
.compared to the frame rate. This implies that the field of viewj of a given photodiode unit does not travel very far across the
ceiling between frames, so its set of visible beacons will not

Figai 6: Optical bench for phocodiode calibration change much from one frwme to the next.

Calibration. Both the lens aml the phoodiode detector suffer 5.1 The basic method
from nonlinear distortions. By placing the photodiodes on an In each frame, the LED Manager goes through each photodiode
optical bench and carefully measuring the imaged points unit in sequence, sampling beacons until it is satisfied that it
generated by beacons at known loestior (Figure 6). we built a has captured most of each photodiode unit's visible set. A
lookup table to compensate for theza distortions. Bilinear basic difficulty is that we cannot be sure whether a beacon is
interpolation provides complete coverage across the detector. visible or not until we auempt to sample it. The LED Manager
More sophisticated calibration techniques should be remembers which beacons were in the camera's visible set from
investigated. Accurate calibration is required to reduce beacon the previous frame. The set is called the last visible set. If the
switching error, last visible set is nonempty. all beacons in that set are tested.

The next action depends on how many of those beacons are
Programming techniques: Techniques such as list processing, actually visible:
cache management and efficient code sequencing result in a
substantially imprc:.ed sampling rate. In addition, expedited 1) All: We assume the field of view has not moved much and
handling of special cases, such as when an LED is not within not many more beacons will be visible. We stop with this set
the field of view of a photodiode unit. further helps system and go on to the next photodiode unit.
performance.

2) Some We assume tha. the field of view has shifted
Using 32 samples per LED. -Ac compute a visible LED's significantly. possihly cnou,.:1 to include previously unscen
photocoordinate in 660 gisec and reject a non.visibl LED in beacons A .hll fill (desertib-d laterT is conducted, beginning

with the ct of h.acons %,erifiJ to be , isible.



The queuing mechanism les all modules in the system run
3) None: The field of view has moved dramatically, gone off asynchronously. LED Manager. the Collinearity module. and
the edge of the ceiling. or is obscured. We check the neighbors Pixel-Planes 5 run as fast as they can, using the most recent
of the last visible set. If any of these beacons are visible, they data in the queue or the last known data if the queue is empty.
ae used to start a shell fill. If none are visible. we give up on
this photodiode unit until the next frame. The various processors in our system are split between two

separate VME buses, which are transparently linked together
What if the last visible set is empty? Our course of action by Bit-3 bus link adapters (Figure 5). A subtle bus loading
depends on whether we were able to compute a valid position problem prevents the i860 board and the "030 board that runs
nd orientation for the head in the last frame: LED Manager from operating in the same VME cage. This

configuration increases latency because inter-bus access is
1) Valid previous locaion" We can predict which LEDs should significantly slower than intra-bus access, but increases
be visible to ow photodiode unit. if the uses head is actually thoughput because the bus link allows simultaneous intra-bus
at the computed locadon. because the geommry of the head unit activity to occur. Because the i860 processor cannot directly
is known. If no LEDs are predicted to be visible, we go on to access the VME bus. a second MO3 board, which rns the Queue
U next photodiode unit. othawis we sample those beacons Manager, moves data between the LED Manager and the
and use them n the sun of a shell fiL if any of them were Collinearity module.
actually visible.

A simpler and less expensive system could be built if we
2) No valid previous location: Now we have no way to guess acquired an i860 board that can run on the same bus as the LED
which beacons are visible, so we resort to a simple sweep Manager '030 board. This configuration would not require the
search, which lights the beacons in the ceiling row by row, Queue Manager board or the Bit-3 links and would reduce both
until we have tried the entire ceiling or an LED is found to be latency and throughput.
visible. In the former case, we give up, and in the latter case,
we use the visible beacon as the strt of a shell fill.

7 Space Resection by Colllnearlty
S.2 Shell fill
A shell fill starts with a set of beacons known to be visible to a Given the observations of beacons, we compute the position
sumor nd sweeps outward until it has found all the beacons in and orientation of the user's head by using a photogrammeuic
the field of view. technique called space resection by collinearity. The basic

method for a single camera is in [311; what we describe here is
We do this by first sampling the neighbors of the initial set of our extension for using it in a multi-sensor system. Because of
beacons. If none we found visible, the shell rill terminates, space limitations, the description is necessarily brief. Full
concluding that the beacons in the initial set are the only details are provided in [6].
visible ones. If any are found visible, we then compute the
neighbors of the beacons we just sampled, excluding those 7.1 Definitions
which have already been tied. and sample those. We repeat Three types of coordinate systems exist: one World space (tied
this process of sampling beacons, computing the neighbors of to the ceiling structure), one Head space (tied to the HMD), and
those found visible, and using those neighbors as the next several Photodiode spaces (one for each photodiode unit).
sample set, until an iteration yields no additional visible
beacons.

Assumption 1. that visible sets are contiguous, suggests that
this procedure should be thorough and reasonably efficient.

5.3 Startup Phowdiode
At startup, the head location is not known and all of the last
visible sets ars empty. We do a sweep search, as previously
described, for each photodiode unit to locate the initial visible unit 0
sets.

6 Communications

Communication between the various processors in our system
is done using shared memory buffers, which offer low latency WORLD
and high speed. The buffers are allocated and deallocated via a Figwe 8: World, Head and Photodiode spaces
FIFO queue mechanism. Data is 'transmitted" when it is written
to the buffer: no copying is necessary. The only Changing representations from one space to another is done by
communication overhead is the execution of a simple a rotation followed by a translation. We use two types of 3x3
semaphore acquisition and pointer management routine, rotation matrices:
Furthermore, all processors use the same byte ordering and data
type size. so no data translation is needed M = Head space to World space

M, Photodiode space i to Head space



LFrDntwith each matrix specified by Euler angles Ak a. and X. LED F T rinta

Ile optical model for each photodiode unit is simple: a light [x, principa

ray strikes the front principal point and leaves the rear (, "Z on

principal point at the same angle (Figure 9).

poear principalI

point, 0 HEAD
Figure 10: Epreuuug T4 through other vectors

Photoid mit

Figure 9: Opticawde 0od

Fainaly. we list the points and vectors we will need, segregated d
by the coordinate systemn in which they are represented. Given e
photodiode: unit i see LED numberi. Ra

Photodiode space:po
[xj. yi,. 01 - imaged point on photodiode detector Figure ]I: £zpressing r, through other vectors

Head space: Substituting (2) and (3) into (1) yields the collineariry
tv vector from rar principal point to imaged point condition equatiort c4,:

Ho -n origin of Head space
di vector from H0 to center of phodiode detector X0.x1 1 rZ ,1
e* vector from Ho to mear principal point c* Y,.y, riX~d-4+ i i

t1 i vecto from Ho to front principal point [ z.-7 1 i 0L J
World space: 7.3 System of equations

IX0. Yo,. 401 coordinate of the origin of Head space When a phouodiode unit i sees an LED j, it generates a cj which
[X,. Y,. Z~j - coordinates of LED i represents thres indepeidientt equations. If we see N LEDs in all.
TV a vector from LED j to front principal point tbe total number of unknowns in owr system is 6+N: 3 for

position. 3 for orientation. and N scale factors. The first six
7.2 Geometric relationships we what we ate trying to ind, but we do not care about the scale
Figure 9 shows that TV and tij differ only by a scale -factor. if factors. We eliminate these by rearranging the cii equations.
they were placed at the same start point. they would be then dividing the first and second equations by the third. This
collinear. In equations: leaves two independent equations, of the form

q - ) M ti, ()GIV(L) - . G24<L) -O

We nw epres TVandty n mm oftheothe vetor inwhere L is a vector composed of the six unknowns: position
eutinwees (2Td3 and F~,inurens of the oter1c:rsi (X0. Yo. Z0) and orientation (w, a, w for matrix M). We

equaion (2)and(3) nd igurs 1 and11:generate a linear approximation to these two equations by

r 0 -. X, applying Taylor's theorem:
Ti . YY 1M fM (2) Xa14<1.) aGIiXL)~ aIO1L)~[ o Z- 7J -G I (L)m -jd X* + -( Ja +

tXd'e ri (Ac L) Id. (aGI4 () da+ aGlv(L)l dit

L01 and a similar expansion for the linearized G2 equation.

Now we havc six total unkniowns, and every LED that we sec
generates two independent linear equations. Thus, we need to
see at ceast three LEDs. If we see a total of N LED-,. we can write



out system of N linearized GI equations and N linearized 62 Manager requires 3.33 + 0.7820B ms to run. Rapidly rotating
equauons in matrix form: the head increases this Lime by a factor of about 1.33. sincc

additional time is required to handle the changing working scLs
-Go - )G " D (4) of LEDs. Slower head movement rates have correspondingly

2Nxl 2Nx6 6xl smaller factors.

where D - [do, 0. d4e. da dt, da T .  Lag: Lag varies between 20-60 ms. with 30 ms being normal
8G is the matrix oflatial derivatives of the Gand G2. under typical situations. Lag is measured from the time thatand -Go conains d d values of he Gm 2 at a speific L. LED Manager starts to the time when the Collineariy module

provides a computed head location to the graphics engine.
7.4 Iteration and convergnce Therefore, tracker latency is a function of the number of LEDsierton takesan initilgeso seen and the quality of the initial guess provided to theCollinearity takes an initial guess of L (the unknowns) an Cofllnarity module. As B gets smaller, both the LED Manager
generates correction values (in D) to make a more accurate L, and Collinearity modules become faster, reducing latency. This

iterating until it converges to a solution. Thus, we need to mutual dependence on B means tha update rate and lag are

extract D from equation (4). U! N a 3. then we can solve for D
directly. If N > 3. te s m is closely tied. faster update rates correspond with lower latency

approximate D through singular value decomposition 124]. values.
Simulaions show that using more than the minimum of 3 LEDs Resolution: When moving the head unit very slowly, we
can reduce average error caused by non-systematic error observed a resolution of 2 mm in position and 0.2 degrees in
sources. In pseudocode. our main loop is: orientation. Measuring accuracy is much harder, and we do not

Generate an initial guess for L have any frnm numbers for that yeL At SIGGRAPH V1. users
were able to touch a chair and the four ceiling support poles

Given based solely on the images they saw of models of the chair and

Estimate D using singular value decomposition the poles in the virtual environment.
L=L D

until magnitude of D is small 9 Evaluation
return L

The system provides adequate performance but has several
How do we generate nd initial guess of L? Normally we use t limitations and problems that must be addressed. The most
lest known position and orientation, which should be an noticeable is the combination of excessive head-born weight
excellent gueuss because we track at rates up to 100 Hz. and limited head rotation range. Rotation range depends
Collinariy usually converges in 1 o 2 iterations when the heavily on the user's height and position under the ceiling. A
guess s close. But in degenerate cases (at system startup, or typical maximum pitch range nea the center of the ceiling is
when we lose racking because the photodiode units ae pointed 45 degrees forward and 45 degrees back. When the user walks
away from the ceiling), we have no previous L. Col thearity new an edge of the ceiling, head rotation range becomes much
will not converg if the guess is not close enough to the ra mor restricted. To accommodate the full range of head motion,
value we empirically found that being within 30 and eera multiple image sensors must be oriented such that wherever the
feet of th intrueLis ague rule of thmb. So in degenerate head is pointed. two or more sensors are able to view LEDs on
caes, we draw inital guesses for L from a precompun t lokup "he ceiling. Given the current focal lengths, simulations showtable with 120 entries, trying them sequentially until one that as many as eight fields of view are required for a

converges. We can double-check a result that converges by that a man a eight of e esor
comparing the set of LEDs used to generate that solution to the respectable rotation range [29e . The weight of each sensor
theoretical set of LEDs that the photodiode units should see, if must be significantly reduced to achieve this goal
the head actually was at the location just computed. When To reduce weight, we are trying to replace the current lenses (11
these two sets match, we have a valid solution. oz. each) with smaller, lighter lenses (2 oz. each). Other

approaches are possible. Wang proposed optically

8 Performance multiplexing multiple fields of view onto on a single lateral-
effect photodiode (29). Reduced signal strength, distortions,
and view identification ambiguities make this a nontrivial

A 'typical situation' is defined as a user of average height task. It may be easier to design a helmet with integral
standing erect underneath the ceiling, with at least three photodiodes and lenses. Given that each photodiode is about
photodiode units aimed at the ceiling, moving his head at the size of a quarter, the entire surface of a helmet could be
moderate speeds. All measurement bounds assume that the user studded with sensors.
remains in tracker range with at least two sensors aimed at the
ceiling. Beacon switching error has been greatly reduced, but not

eliminated. Small observable discontinuities occasionally
Update rae: The update rate ranges between 20-100 Hz. Under occur, and while they are not a major disturbance, they arc
typical situations. 50-70 Hz is normal, depending on the annoying. Calibration techniques are being explored to
height of the user. The wide variation in the .iumber of LEDs estimate error sources and compensate for their effects.
seen by the sensors causes the variation in update rate. The Phoogrammctric techniques like the bundle adjustment method
more LEDs used. the slower the update rate. because LED [8] or an alternate scheme suggested by our collcagues 118] may
Manager is the slowest step in the pipeline. If the head provide the answer.
remains still and the sensors see a total of B beacons, LED



expand the ceiling size to around 20' x 20', to providc much
Infrared light sources in the environment surrounding the greater range of movement, both quantitatzvely and
tracker, such as sunlight or incandesccnt light, must be psychologically. Also. ample room exists to improve the
controlled for the system to operate correctly. Specifically. heuristics and optimize the code, increasing the update rate and
any light source whose wavelengths include 880 nm will be reducing latency.
detected by the photodiodes as if it were an LED. For this
reason, fluorescent ambient lighting is preferred. Extreme But beyond these incremental improvements, we do not expect
caution is not required, however. Whereas a sensor pointed to pursue this particular technology further. The system is a
directly at an infrared light source other than the LEDs will vehicle for further research and provides room-sized tracking
confuse the system, a certain level of indirect infrared capability today for HMD applications that require it. For
background light is tolerable due to the combination of optical example, the UNC Walkthrough team has begun interview-
filters and the ambient light rejection techniques described in based user studies on what impact large-environment tracking
Section 4. has on the architectural design of a kitchen. In the future.

emphasis will be placed on technologies that allow unlimited
Surprisingly. ti bottleneck in the system is the time required tracking volumes in unstructured environments. This potental
to axtract data from the photodiode detectors, not the time exists in systems that measure only the relative differences in
required to compute the head's location. The i860 processor position and orientation as the user moves, integrating these
perfonns the latter task adequately. and even faster and cheaper differences over time to recover the user's location. Examples
processors will be available in the future. But getting accurate include inertial technologies and Self-Tracker. Since these
photocoordinates from the detectors takes longer than technologies suffer from drift problems, initial versions may
expected, because of the time spent in current sealing and in be hybrid systems reliant on the optical tracker for auxiliary
sampling ,nulaple time.. per LED. Further experimentation is information. Thus. the optical tracking system will serve as a
required to see if we can safely reduce the number of samples. teutbed for its own successor.
Optimizing the low-level software may improve sampling
speed by 20-30%. Tracking HMDs will only get harder in the future. The higher

resolution displays being developed demand higher resolution
The use of Euler angles in the collinearity equations opens the trackers. See-through HMDs add additional requirements. In
possibility of gimbal lock. The current system avoids this the completely-enclosed HMDs commonly used today, the
because the head rotation range is too limited to reach gimbal entire world is virtual, so resolution is much more important
lock positions. but a future version may. If we cannot place the than accuracy. But for a see-through HMD, accurate
gimbal lock positions out of reach, we can solve for the nine registration of the HMD to the real world is vital. The effects
rotation matrix parameters individually, subject to six of latency will also become more disturbing in see-through
constraints that keep the matrix special orthogonal, or we may HMDs. Viewing computer-generated objects superimposed
be able to recast the rotations as quae-nions. upon the real world, where those objects move with significant

lag but the real world does not, will not provide a convincing
Since this tracker encourages the user to walk around large illusion. People can perceive as little as 5 ms of lag 15], and
spaces, tripping over the supporting cables is a danger. We it is unlikely that the combined tracker and graphics engine
will investigate the feasibility of a wireless datalink to remove latency will be below that anytime soon. Therefore,
this problem. compensation techniques need to be explored 1191124). If

HMDs are to achieve their potential of making a user truly feel
Under certain circumstances, the sensors can see large numbers immersed inside a virtual world, significant advances in
of beacons, such as a total of 30 or more. While using many tracking technologies must occur.
LEDs usually improves the solution from the Collinearity
module, it also slows down the update rate and increases the
lag. Further experiments are needed to explore this tradeoff md References
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A Guide to Using the Demo:

Interactive Building
LT iR.SIfY OF NORTHWalkthrough Using CAPEL HL
CHAPEL HILL

Department ofthe Optical Tracker Computer Science

Wallthrough is a system to help architects and their clients explore a building design prior to its con-
struction, correcting problems on the computer instead of in concrete. To sustain the illusion of being
inside a virtual building, we must make it possible to move through the building in a natura.l manner,
with as few encumbrances as possible. The head-mounted display ana optical tracker allow a large
working volume where the user can walk naturally in the virtual building. Goals of optical tracker
research include using see-through optics in the head-mounted display and tracking in unstructured
environments, such as an outdoor building site.

Instructions
Use these guidelines to help you experience the
Optical Tracker demonstration. The goal of the
demonstration is to allow you to fully experience a
virtual world application in the limited time avail-
able.

I) Sit in the special chair that is bolted to the
floor. A UNC assistant will place the head-
mounted display on your head and will remove
it after the demonstration. The headgear is very
heavy (10 Ibs). You may want to hold the VPL
EyePhone portion to steady it during the
demonstration. Please do not touch the rest of ..

the head-mounted display; it is a prototype
and is liable to damage.

2) Be careful to notice the limits of motion. The Figure 1. With "inside-out" tracking, multiple head-
mounted image sensors view LED beacons suspended in

tracker does not track as well near the edges of ceiling panels. In this drawing, each sensor's field of view is.
the ceiling, because one or more sensors may mapped onto the ceiling to show that more than three LEDs
be off the ceiling. The ceiling is about the size are typical/y visible.
of the models, so when you are near the walls
of the model you are near the edge of the
ceiling.

3) Walk! chair exists in the computer model of the
simulated environment. Use the computer-

4) At the end of the 3-minute demo, walk back to generated images you see in the head-mounted
the chair and try to sit back down in it. The display to guide you.
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The Tracker
An optoelectronic tracking system that adopts an
inside-out paradigm introduced by Gary Bishop
and Henry Fuchs in 1984 is used in the demonstra-
tion. The current prototype features 2-x 2-foot+
ceiling panels in a 10-x 12-foot room with 32
individually addressable light emitting diodes

(LEDs) mounted in each panel. The LEDs serve as
a global positior refercnce for a head-mounted
display that is augmented with four, upward C
looking image sensors. Each sensor resembles a
small camera in that its lens focuses infrared light
onto a lateral-effect photodiode's surface. The
photodiode, in turn, reports the photocoordinates
of an LED that has been momentarily turned on.
The photocoordinates associated with three or
more LEDs, along with their absolute position in Figure 2. Floor plan of the living room of a hypothetical
the room, allow the position and orientation of the apartment model.
head-mounted display to be computed. The sample
rate of the optical tracirer is dependent on the used to achieve high resolution and, as the cameras
number of LEDs inaged and ranges from 35 to move, the set of LEDs in a camera's field of view
100 Hz. A 30 to 50 ms lag in the calculated mea- is constantly changing. This unique concept,
surements is caused by a two <tage pipeline in the diagrammed in Figure 1, is the first step in a long
architecture, range research effort. Future goals will involve

The advantage of this approach lies in its cellular reducing the number of beacons required by
nature. Typically, optical tracking is done with utilizing sensors that are capable of measuring
fixed cameras and moving LEDs. That is, the incremental head motion. Both optical and inertal
cameras are outside looking "in." A fundamental technologies are being investigated.
limitation exists with this approach: the working The ultimate goal in user interface should be to
volume is limited to the cameras' field of view. make the interface as transparent aw possible to the
Furthermore, to achieve high resolution, long focal user. Interaction with the model should be as easy
lengths are required and a reduction in working and intuitive as interacting with the real object.
volume follows. Reversing the situation, i.e., Thus, the devices should encourage interaction
moving the cameras and fixing multiple LEDs, with the model in a natural manner. In this the
solves this dilemma. Long focal lengths can be optical tracker hopes to excel.

Credits
Principal Investigators: Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., Henry Fuchs
Walkthrough Software: John Alspaugh, Amitabh Varshney, Yulan Wang, Xialin Yuan
Tracker Hardware: Vern Chi, John Eyles, Jack Kite, Mark Ward
Tracker Software: Ron Azuma, Carney Clegg, Stefan Gottschalk, Phil Jacobsen
Additional help: John Airey, Brad Bennett, Gary Bishop, Randy Brown, Andrew Davidson, Curtis Hill,

Rich Holloway, John Hughes, Jannick Rolland, John Thomas, and the Pixel-Planes 5
team.

Sponsors: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, National Institutes of Health,
National Science Foundation, Office of Naval Research



A Guide to Using the Demo:

3dm: A Two-Person
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH

CAROLL NA AT

Modeling System CH"En HL
Department of

Computer Science

3dm is a program that allows the creation of a variety of virtual geometric objects. You can fly around
in this virtual world in which the other user, the designer, is creating and modifying objects according io
your verbal instructions. A variety of interesting things can be created rapidly with 3dm, especially
things composed of boxes, spheres, and cylinders. You can ask the modeler to:

" change the color of an object. For example, "make that sofa green."
" copy and paste objects to make multiple copies. For example, "make a few copies of that tree.'
" make an object bigger or smaller or reshape part of an object. For example, "make the tree

bigger" or "make that branch point down more."
" create objects like the following: the Old Well, a tree, a potted plant, a rock, mountains, sky-

scrapers, a water tower, a simple house, a castle, a sofa or chair, a table, a fish, a jet or rocket.

Instructions
Use these guidelines to help you experience the 3D that you see of your virtual world will shake
modeling system. The goal of the demonstration is violently. Walk back within the ring to restore
to allow you to fully experience a virtual world normal tracking. For best tracking response,
scenario in the limited time available, stand near the Polhemus tracking source,

1) Let the UNC assistant help put the VPL which hangs overhead.
EyePhone on your head. This is done by 4) The modeler in the virtual world is surrounded
separating the earphones on the EyePhone by a red ring on the floor, which represents his
while you slip on the headgear. Make sure that or her tracking range. The modeler's head and
the EyePhone fits snugly. body will appear in red. You will be able to see

2) You will be holding a 3D mouse with two the modeler's cursor, which will take on
buttons mounted on it. In the virtual world this different shapes and sizes. The modeler also
mouse will appear as a cursor in the shape of a has a toolbox with tools that allow him or her
small airplane. For best results, hold your hand to create objects. You will not be able to
at least 6 inches from the EyePhone. Holding choose tools from the toolbox.
your hand too close to the EyePhone will 5) To fly forward (the direction the airplane is
interfere with the Polhemus tracking sensor pointing), hold down the left mouse button. To
and your hand or the airplane will shake. fly backward, hold down the right mouse

3) You will notice that a yellow ring surrounds button. Your speed will slowly increase the
you on the floor. This represents the range of longer you hold down either mouse button. To
your Polhemus tracker-if you walk beyond it stop flying, release the mouse button.
(or close to its edge), Polhemus can no longer 6) Because you will be flying in the direction
track your position accurately and the image your hand is pointing and not in the direction
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View of the 3dm Virtual World

Various VirtualObjects (Models)

Yo°ur TakrSuc
Trackr Souce IYour Virtual Body

---- ou°r Virtua Hand
Your Tracker Range

(Note The Modeler's virtual body, hand, range, source, and toolbox are not shown. The various virtual models will not
necessaily appar as those in this diagram.)

you are looking, you may look anywhere while or down and will not fall. There is no gravity
flying without affecting your motion. Also, in this virtual world. If you fly too far from the
remember that you fly in the direction your model, you may get lost. Scan the virtual world
airplane points, so for most accurate flying it by looking around to find the model so that
helps to "sight down" the airplane (that is, you can fly back to it. Remember to look up
look at it from directly behind its tail) to see and down!
exactly where it is pointing. 8) When the virtual world freezes and the words

7) You will see several objects that have been "Game Over" appear, please wait for the UNC
created in the virtual world. You may fly attendant to help you take off the EyePhone.
around, through, and into these objects, or
anywhere in the virtual world. You can fly up

Credits
Principal Investigators: Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., Henry Fuchs

Authors: Jeff Butterworth, Andrew Davidson, Stephen Hench, T. Marc Olano

Thanks to: Warren Robinett, for being 3dm's client for Comp 145, "Software Engineering"
Richard Holloway, for vlib, tackerlib, and adlib

Sponsors: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, National Science Foundation,
Office of Naval Research
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A Guide to Using the Demo:

Flying Through
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH

CAROUN~A ATMolecules esCHAPEL. HLL
Department of

Computer Science

The intent of this application is to give you an "atom's perspective" of an assortment of molecules,
while demonstrating a method of navigating through a large space in a virtual world. You will use a
head-mounted display and a hand-held input device to fly through a virtual world containing the follow-
ing giant molecules:

" DHFR (dihydrofolate reductase) and methorexare- DHFR is a protein molecule and
methotrexate is a drug molecule used in cancer treatment, which is known to dock with DHFR.
Both are represented with CPK (sphere-only) models.

" crambin- a protein molecule, represented here by three different models: CPK (spheres represent
individual atoms colored according to type), stick-only (sticks represent the bonds between the
atoms), and ribbon (the amino acid chain that makes up the backbone of the model is represented
as a ribbon).

" clathrate- a highly energetic compound which is represented as a ball-and-stick model.

Instructions
Use the following guidelines to experience this 4) Your speed is proportional to the amount of
virtual worlds application. The goal of the demon- distance you put between your hand and your
stration is to allow you to fully experience a virtual body; i.e., to fly faster, you hold the mouse
world scenario in the limited time available, further away from you and press the button.

1) Let the UNC assistant help put the VPL You can check your speed by looking at the

EyePhone on your head. This is done by color of the hand icon, which is in the shape of

separating the earphones on the EyePhone an arrow. At minimum speed, the arrow is
while you slip on the headgear. Make sure that blue; at maximum speed, it is red. The color
the EyePhone fits snugly, blends smoothly for all speeds in between.When you are not pressing any buttons, the

2) To "fly" through the molecules, grab the 3D arrow will be white. Be sure to hold your
mouse and point your hand in the direction hand out in front of you so that you can see
you want to go. Press the left button to go the direction and color of the arrow.
forward; the right button to go in reverse.

3) When you press a button to fly in either
direction, you will hear a "rocket" sound.
This indicates that you are flying.
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Bird's Eye View of Molecule Flythrough Environment

Crambin stick model

Crambin ribbon model Crambin CPK model

start here

Methotrexate CPK model

Clathra"e ball-and-stick model

Credits
Principal Investigators: Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., Henry Fuchs

Authors: Richard Holloway, Warren Robinett

Input device: Jack Kite, John Hughes

Sound library: Xialin Yuan, Andrew Davidson

Flying speed paradigm suggested by Mark Levoy

Molecular data and models:
v DHRF & methotrexate: (3DFR & 4DFR from the Brookhaven Data Bank), Lee Kuyper,

Buroughs-Wellcome
a clathrate: Arnie Nielsen, Naval Weapons Center, Robert Schmitt, Stanford Research Institute;

Richard Gilardi, Naval Research Lab
* crambin: (ICRN from the Brookhaven Data Bank), Wayne Hendrickson, Martha Teeter, Joseph

Kraut

Sponsors: National Institutes of Health, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
National Science Foundation, Office of Naval Research
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A Guide to Using the Demo:

Interactive Building
UNTVESMT OF NORTHWalkthrough Using QAPEL HL

CHEL HILL

Department ofA Steerable Treadmill Computer Science

Walkthrough is a system designed to help architects and their clients explore a building design prior to
its construction, correcting problems on the computer instead of in concrete. Using a treadmill and a
head-mounted display, the user can navigate through a three-dimensional virtual building and evaluate
its design. A treadmill is an appropriate vehicle to use for this task since it both immerses the user in the
virtual environment and allows him to explore it in a natural manner- by walking.

Instructions
Use these guidelines to help you experience the slightly and pushing against the handlebars
Interactive Building Walkthrough demonstration. will make walking easier. Your speed is
The goal of the demonstration is to allow you to controlled by the length of your stide and how
fully experience a virtual world application in the quickly you walk.
limited time available. 3) To turn, turn the handlebars as you would on a
I) Let the UNC assistant help put the VPL bicycle. As on a bicycle, if you turn the

EyePhone on your head. This is done by treadmifll's handlebars sharply, you will rum
separating the earphones while you slip on the sharply in the virtual world of the building.
headgear. Make sure that the EyePhone f 4) Lights in the model can be turned on and off by
snugly. the UNC assistant. If you want to change the

2) Movement through the model is done by lights in a room, tell the assistant which ones to
walking on the treadmill. Leaning forward change.

Credits
Principal Investigators: Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., Henry Fuchs
Authors: John Alspaugh, Amitabh Varshney, Yulan Wang, Xialin Yuan
Additional help: John Airey, Gary Bishop, Randy Brown, Andrew Davidson, Curtis Hill,

Rich Holloway, Harry Marples, Michael Zaretsky, and the Pixel-Planes 5 team
Sponsors: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, National Institutes of Health,

National Science Foundation, Office of Naval Research
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A Guide to Using the Demo:

Radiation Therapy UNIVERSIlTY OF NORTH

CAROLLNA AT
CHAPEL HILLTeatment Panning Departmnent of

Computer Science

The basic goal of radiation treatment of a cancerous tumor is to irradiate the tumor with enough dosage
to kill the malignant cells without further hurting the patient. This demonstration represents ongoing
research at UNC using state-of-the-art 3D displays to design radiation therapy treatment plans.

Conventional radiotherapy treatment planning is based on a handful of 2D X-ray images showing
prospective "beam's-eye" views of the patient's anatomy. Dose fields .for those prospective beam con-
figurations are completed only for isolated 2D slices through the patient's body. The result is suboptimal
conformation between the tumor volume and the proposed dose distribution, both of which have com-
plex 3D structures but are studied only in 2D.

Current state-of-the-art 3D treatment planning takes advantage of today's display and computational
power to enable the radiotherapist to study the patient in three dimensions. Interactive beam targeting
using a computerized model of the patient (as opposed to using the real patient, as in 2D planning)
permits the radiotherapist to explore a continuum of beam configurations. 3D dose grids are now com-
puted and registered with the patient anatomy model, providing better comparisons between tumor
volume and dose disuibution.

Head-mounted displays may be useful for targeting treatment beams since they allow more natural
steering and navigation through the patient's anatomy than that a~lowed by fixed workstation screens.

Instructions
This demonstration is designed to give you a feel portion of the surface removed to reveal
for how a head-mounted display might be used for yellow tumors located on the patient's kidneys.
the task of targeting radiation treatment beams. Also visible are the patient's liver, spleen, renal
Use the following guidelines to experience this artery, spine and ribs.
virtual worlds application. The goal of the demon- 3) Next to the patient's head are three treatment
stration is to allow you to fully experience a virtual beam. Your task is to position these three
world scenario in the limited time available. beams so that they irradiate the tumors while

I) Let the UNC assistant help put the VPL missing as much of the sensitive healthy tissue
EyePhone on your head. This is done by as possible. To manipulate a beam, place the
pulling the headphones down over your ears red tip of the hand cursor's index finger into a
while you slip on the headgear. Make sure that beam. A wireframe bounding box appears
the EyePhone fits snugly. around the beam, indicating that the beam has

2) You are presented with a virtual patient, a been selected. A low-frequency hum is also
polygonal model of a human figure with a audible. To grab the beam, press either mouse
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button while the beam is selected. As long as Bird's Eye View of Virtual World
you hold the button down (i.e. your hand is
"holding" the beam), the beam is controlled by
the mouse. When you release the mouse
button, the beam stays in its current position. : ..... 8-, .....

Trmvnent machto ,

4) Grab each beam and position it so that it passes 4hy aod
through the tumor, but hits as little of the other
anatomical structures as possible. The multiple
beams allow you to attack a particular tumor
from different directions, so that the tumor is
multiply irradiated while healthy tissue is hit
by just one beam.

5) Because of the limitations of the treatment
machine, which is ultimately used to deliver n rt

the beams you are targeting, not all beam ,__T__ "

directions are valid. When your beam is in an

invalid configuration it will be colored cyan,
whereas a valid beam configuration is colored
red. You have 3 1/2 minutes to target the three
beams.

6) When you hear the sound of the harp glissando,
your time is up. You then see your treatment
plan being administered to the patient. The better view of the whole setup. Step back and
treatment machine appears. It and the patient watch as the table and gantry move to deliver
are scaled down by 50 percent to give you a the treatment plan you have specified.

Credits
Principal Investigators: Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., Henry Fuchs
Authors: James C. Chung, Bradley A. Crittenden, Suresh Balu, Terry Yoo
Data Courtesy of: Dr. Ron Kikinis; Dr. Ferenc A. Jolesz; Steven Seltzer, and Stuart Silverman,

Brigham & Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston,
Bill Lorensen; Harvey Clin, and Jon Zarge, GE Corporate R&D,
VPL Research, Inc.

Sponsors: National Institutes of Health, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
National Science Foundation, Office of Naval Research



A Guide to Using the Demo:

Mountain UNVRiYOF NORTH
CAROLUNA AT

Bike CHAPEL HILL
Department of

Computer Science

The mountain bike virtual worlds application was originally designed to be an enhanced version of a
stationary bicycle, providing both interactive entertainment and exercise for the user. In this scaled-
down version, you can "ride" a stationary bicycle over terrain in a virtual world. The bicycle is equipped
with pedal force feedback, which makes pedalling uphill more difficult than pedalling downhill, just as
in the real world.

Instructions
Use the following guidelines to experience this the signs, buildings and other interesting
virtual worlds application. The goal of the demon- objects that are part of this virtual world. You
suation is to allow you to fully experience a virtual do not have to stay on the road but, since the
world scenario in the limited time available. demonstation is only three minutes long, you

1) Seat yourself on the bicycle, will see most of the atractions if you ride on
the road.

2) Let the UNC assistant help put the VPL
EyePhone on your head. This is done by 4) When your three minutes are up, or when you
separating the earphones on the EyePhone have finished your ride, the words "Game
while you slip on the headgear. Make sure that oer will appear. Wait for the UNC attendant
the EyePhone fits snugly. to help you take off the EyePhone.

3) When the demonstration begins, you will be 5) Most importandy, enjoy your ride and happy

overlooking a textured terrain. There is a road exercising.

that designates a path through the world. If you
ride along it, you will be able to see most of

Hardware details
This application uses a VPL EyePhone for its display device and a Polhemus 3SPACE TRACKER for
tracking the location and orientation of the user's head. A Sun-4 workstation is used to interface this
equipment to the graphics engine-Pixel-Planes 5--a custom-made, massively parallel imaging ma-
chine developed at UNC-Chapel Hill.

The bicycle has sensors mounted on its back wheel and front fork. These sensors measure the user's
distance and direction changes. The number of rear wheel revolutions is used to measure distance and
speed, and the turning of the handlebars determines the bicycle's direction.
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Mountain Bike Terrain

l .................

The bicycle has an eddy-current resistance motor attached to the back wheel; a CompuTrainer, Model
CAT 6000 by Racermate.

When the rider is pedalling uphill, pedal resistance increases according to the steepness of the grade. It
is not possible to coast downhill in this scenario because the motor that is attached to the bicycle can
only affect resistance to the wheel's turning and cannot itself help propel the wheel.

Crlits J

Authors: Erik Euikson, Ryuwotu Ohbuchi, Andrei State, Russell Taylor.

This application began as a class project by Ryutarou Ohbuchi in Comp 290 (now 239), "Exploring
Virtual Worlds" (taught by Henry Fuchs).

Sponsors: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Office of Naval Research
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One of the wonderful things about displaying molecules is that there is no single correct way to do it.
Therefore, many different representations are possible, and chemists use different ones depending on the
situation.

This application lets you stroll around several different representations of a protein molecule, stick your
head inside them, and even pick them up and spin them around. The molecule is called crambin, and is
represented here by three different models:

" CPK: spheres represent individual atoms colored according to type

" stick-only: sticks represent the bonds between the atoms

* ribbon: the amino acid chain that makes up the backbone of the model is represented as a ribbon

Instructions
Use the following guidelines to experience this model can be grabbed. When you successfully
virtual worlds application. The goal of the demon- grab a model, you should hear a cartoonish
stration is to allow you to fully experience a virtual "floop" sound (only at the instant you grab-it
world scenario in the limited time available, doesn't continue like the hum does). For as

1 ) Let the UNC assistant help put the VPL long as you hold either button down, the
EyePhone on your head. This is done by model will stay attached to your hand, and will
separating the earphones on the EyePhone follow your hand's position and orientation.
while you slip on the headgear. Make sure that 4) Releasing: To release the model, just release
the EyePhone fits snugly. the buttons.

2) Viewing: To get a better look at a model, just 5) You may want to try superimposing one or
walk up to it. Putting your head inside the more models on each other to see how the
model is strongly encouraged (where else can different representations "line up." Do this by
you put your head inside a molecule?). grabbing one and putting it in the same spot as

3) Grabbing: To grab a model, put your hand the other-you can put all three on top of each
(while holding the 3D input device) inside the other if you wish. When two or more models
model and press either button and hold the are piled up together in this manner, you can
button down. When your hand is inside the press the button to grab whichever model is
model, the model's "bounding box" will be closest to the center of your virtual hand.
drawn around it to highlight it; in addition,
you should hear a low hum to indicate that the
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Bird's Eye View of Molecule Museum

Crambin stick model

Crambin ribbon model Crambin CPK model

K
start here

Credits
Principal Investigators: Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., Henry Fuchs

Authors: Richard Holloway, Warren Robinett

Input device: Jack Kite, John Hughes

Sound library: Xialin Yuan, Andrew Davidson

Molecular data and models:

m Crambin: (ICRN from the Brookhaven Data Bank), Wayne Hendrickson, Martha Teeter, Joseph Kraut

Sponsors: National Institutes of Health, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
National Science Foundation, Office of Naval Research
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